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Past Corps Presi
dents Met—Have

Loses Home, Barn
and Stock To Fire

Rockland Film

Council To Meet

Wednesday Night
Wednesday night, at 7.30. at the
Farnsworth Art Museum, the Rock
land Film Council will hold its
quarterly session. At that time
Rev. Merle Conant will preside,
and a slate of off’cers to take office
July 1st will be presented by the
nominating committee, with Sam
Savitt, pas' president, as chairman,
of the nominating committee. Ger
ing with Mr Savitt will be another
past president. Miss Ruth Rogers.
Following the brief business meet
ing. films will be previewed. All the
organizations in town are invited
to send representatives, and every
person interested in audio-visual
aids for either entertaiment or
instruction is invited to attend.
Two of the films to be presented
are: “Curiosity Shop", and "The Big
Idea". The first is a 28-minutc
story in full color of the progress
of research and discovery and the
part education plays in this prog
ress "The Big Idea" is a 30-minute
story which shows students through
American plants which operate ef
ficiently under a competitive econ
omic system for the benefits of a
girl from totalitarian Europe who
accompanies the students.
With this session the Rockland
Film Council will be completing four
years of existence, during which tlie
use of films in Rockland has in
creased and a number of new pro
jectors have been required byschools and organizations in the
citv .
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Honors Drum Corps

With Supper
More than 100 members and
their guest were present at the
annual Past Commanders' and
Past. Presidents' Night of the
Winslow-Ho'.brook-Mcrritt .Ameri
can Legion post Thur-day night .
Honored at the supper were mem
bers of the Drum and Bugle corps
and their ladles as well as past
commanders and past presidents of
the auxiliary.
Oldest past president attending
was Mrs Annie Alden and oldest
past commander in years of service
was E. Carl Moran. Speakers were
Past Department Commander Les
ter Blake and Lt. Comm. Jasper
Akers USN. (ret).
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In G.AJt Hall, Thursday night,
the annual meeting of the Past
Corps Presidents, convened with
Mrs. Ada Payson, ln the capacity of
President. Plans were made to have
a get-together and banquet early
in October.
Invitations were extended by Mrs.
Mahle Richardson to visit with her
during the summer.
The secretary's report was ap
proved as read by Eliza Plummer
Mrs. Hattie Davies gave an oral
report of financial standing. AU
wishing to pay dues will contact
her again this year. Officers elect
ed are: President, Mabelle Rich
ardson; vice president, Rose Saw
yer: treasurer, Hattie Davies and
secretary, Eliza Plummer.
The Past Presidents' Association
has lost two members dur
ing the year, by withdrawal, but no
loss through death was felt. Mrs.
Hattie Davies, whose service as
president dates back to 1909, so
honored as State Corps president
in 1K6, was warmly welcomed.
No meeting is complete without
Mrs. Millie Thomas, corps presi
dent, '14, and State President in
1933, Mrs. Mae Cross, T6, Mrs.
Riah Knight, '17, Mrs. Bertha
Higgins, '19, Mrs. Mildred Condon,
*21, Mrs. Eliza Plummer '28, State
President, '48, Mrs. Betty Vinal '32,
State President. "39, Mrs. Adelma
Mullen, '33, Mrs. Velma Marsh, '36,
State secretary, '48, Mrs. Margaret
Rackliff. 41-'43. Mrs. Ada Payson,
'44-'45. Mrs. Mabel Richardson '46,
Mrs. Rose Sawyer, '49, Mrs. Gert
rude SaJo, '52-'53, were present to
strengthen a tie that binds these
loyal workers with any and all new
comers in the Corps.
In 1884. the late Mrs. Benjam:n Williams was elected first
president; then followed Mrs. Clara
Green, Mrs. Lettie Rhodes, PSP.,
Mrs. Lizzie Simpson. Mrs. Clara
Crockett, Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham,
Mrs Mary Thorndike, Mrs. Etta
Marsh, Mrs. Alda Steele, Mrs
Emma Burnham. Mrs. Mary Ris
ing, Miss Ella Day, Mrs. Etta Can
dage. Mrs. Minnie Clark, Mrs.
Amanda Choate, Mrs. Hattie Da
vies, Mrs. Effie Tominski, Mrs.
Sarah Billings, Mrs. Lura Cables.
Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs. Carrie
Britto, Mrs. Mae Cross. Mrs. Riah
Knight, Mrs. Hattie McLoud Mrs.
Bertha Higgins. Mrs. Ellie Knowl
ton Mrs. Mildred Condon, Mrs.
Mary Cooper. PSP, Mrs. Lizzie
Libby, Mrs. Irene Winslow, Mrs.
Clara Curtis. Mrs. Winifred Butler.
Mrs Eliza Plummer, Mrs. Maude
Cables, Mrs. Bessie Harraden. Mrs.
Elizabeth VinaJ, Mrs. Adelma Mul
len. Mrs. Ida Huntley, Mrs. Doris
A:n°s, Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs.
Lena Rollins, Mrs. Inez Packard.
Mrs. Blanche Shadie, Mrs. Gladys
Murphy, Mrs. Margaret Rackliff,
Mrs. Ada Payson, Mrs. Mabel
Richardson, Mrs Rose Sawyer, Mrs
Myra Watts and Mrs. Gertrude
Salo
The Past Presidents' Association
was organized in 1931 with Mrs.
Millie Thomas serving as president.
Each year the observance of the
anniversary date is a happy event,
often banquets in the G.AJt hall,
a hotel dining room or a picnic
gathering. The dues ate very nor
mal. but. restricted to Corps Past
Presidents.
The duties are to keep fresh the
memories of departed sisters and to
cherish the friendship of others
who feel and know the honor of
having served Edwin Libby Relief
Corps, these many years.
Membership now numbers 20.

The Ground Observer Corps will
meet in the Civil Defense Rooms,
j Court House, Wednesday. April 29
at 7 p. m. A Representative of the
Air Force will be present to instruct
members not previously trained
Movies on Air Defense will be shown.
All members are urged to be pre
sent. An invitation to attend is
extended to anyone interested in this
essential part of Civil Defense.
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ANNOUNCING A NEW SERVICE

Prompt and Efficient Service
On All Types of

SHEET METAL WORK

NOW AVAILABLE SIX DAYS A WEEK AT

Business and Professional Women Entertain

TeL 1451

Rockland, Me.
51-53

>5 00 per year
92.50 six months

Corporal Raymond

Announces New

Graves Is Back

Date For Tests

From Korea

A LOVELY CHURCH WEDDING

$

Form A

$

FOR BONDED FUR STORAGE
LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON furriers
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Selective Service

The State Director ol Selective
Service today announced that the
last Selective Service College Qual
ification Test to be given this school
year will be on May 21.
j The May 21 test will be given,
primarily for students prevented by
I illness or other emergencies from
taking the test April 23, but he
emphasized that this did not bar
any qualified student from taking
it if his application is mailed be
fore the deadline.
Applications for the May 21 test
must be postmarked not later than
j midnight. May 11.
Students who have a certificate
J of admission for the April 23 test
which they failed to use must sub
mit new application if they wish to
j take the later test.
j A student may obtain a new ap
plication from any Selective Ser
vice local board.
The application blank should be
sent in as soon as possible to the
Educational Testing Service, Prince
ton, New Jersey, who. in turn, will
Photo by Cullen mail the admission certificate di
rect to the student.
The annual social highlight of the Business and Professional Women's Club of Rockland is the membership tea. Sunday the Farnsworth
Museum was the scene of this year's event. With Mrs. Jean Chisholm pouring we see from left to right, Miss Marian Ginn, Mrs. Chisholm.
The ninth Selective Service test,
Mrs. Arlene Williams, Miss Lucille Connon and Mrs. Ruth Cross, club president.
April 23. was given to 48.095 stu
The second Annual Membershi; >
— — — —
■
...
------------------------------------------------- dents. This raises the total num
ber of students tested since May
Tea of the Rockland Business and
accessories and a corsage ol pink
I 26. 1951, 481,480 Of this number
roses and carnations.
Professional Women's Club was held
62% have achieved a score of 70
The bridegroom's step-mother
in the small gallery of the Farns
or better.
wore a dinner dress of beige lace
worth Museum, Sunday afternoon,
To be eligible to take the Selec
with black accessories and corsage
tive Service College Qualification
April 26th.
of red carnations. Miss Janice
Test an applicant on the testing
The B. P. W. federation colors of
Koster was in change of the guert
date (1) must be a Selective Ser
green and yellow were carried out
book. Miss Nancy Hamlin and
vice registrant who intends to re
Mrs. Ronald Packard dipped punch quest deferment as a student; (2)
in the centerpiece of yellow jonquils
and serving were Mrs. Robert Gre must be satisfactorily pursuing a
snapdragons and green lemon leaves.
gory, Mrs. Paul Snow, and Mrs full-time college course, undergrad
Mrs. Dorothy Folta and Mrs. Jean
Oliver Holden, Jr., of Rockland, uate or graduate, leading to a de
Chisholm poured, Miss Ruth Mc
Miss Barbara Stevens, Portland, gree; (3) must not previously have
Bride was in charge of the table
and Miss Jeanne Rounds of Farm taken the test.
and Mrs. Florence Morse in charge
ington. Mrs. J. Webster MountThe criteria for consideration for
of decorations.
fort ind Mrs. Donald Calderwood deferment as a student at the
During the course of the Tea. Mrs.
served the wedding cake.
present time are either a score of
•Natalie Snow and Miss Dorothy
The couple left by automobile 70 or better on the Selective Ser
Lawry played duo-piano selections.
for a wedding trip to New York vice College Qualification Test or
Miss Lucille Connon had charge
City. The bride traveled in a Navy class standing among the male
of guest book and greeting guests
blue suit, red topiper, blue acces members in the upper half of the
were Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey. Mrs.
sories and white corsage. On their freshman class, upper two-thirds
Dorothy Christoffersen and Mrs.
return they will make their home of the sophomore class, of upper
Bernice Havener.
in Rockland.
three-fourths of the junior class
Serving hostesses were Mrs. Arlene
The bride is the daughter of Rev. Seniors accepted for admission to
Williams, Mrs. Marian Cook. Mrs.
and Mrs. Merle S. Conant, 41 a graduate school satisfy the
Mildred Richardson, Mrs. Exxy
Beech street. She is a graduate of criteria if they are among the upper
Perry, Mrs. Flora Cullen. Mrs Do
Deering High School, Portland, and half of the male members of their
rothy Compton, Mrs. Florence
the Rockland School of Commerce. senior class or if they make a score
Morse and Miss Madeline Philbrick.
She is employed as secretary at of 75 or better.
Mrs. Virginia Knight and Mrs.
These criteria are guides for the
the Central Maine Power Company.
Ruth Cross were in charge of the
The local boards
The bridegroom is the son of local boards
coffee and tea.
Henry Eamford of Portland He are not under compulsion to follow
is a graduate of Portland High them, but any local board class
Knox Camera Club
School and is serving in the U. S. ification is subject to appeal. The
Navy on the U.S.S. Northampton. appeal must be filed in writing
Will Open Show
Out-of-town guests were: Mr. with the local board within ten
and
Mrs. Amos Withee, South days of the date the local board
Sunday
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Willard mails the notice of I-A classifi
Invitations will be in the mail
Wormwood and Mr. and Mrs Ro cation.
shortly to call on the Farnsworth
bert Sawyer. Cumberland Foreside,
Museum mailing list to attend the
Photo by Uzzell Mr and Mrs. Harold Higgins, Bar Fish Hawks Held
opening of the anrr’ial print ex
Mrs. Corille Frederic Ramford (Miss Reverl.v Lucille Conant)
Harbor. Miss Elizabeth Libby Wa
hibition and slide show held there
Miss Beverly Luella Conant and matching jackets of lace and terville. Mr. and Mrs Romanus Rousing Reunion—
during the month of May by Knox BM-SM Corille Frederic Bamford. crowns of net and seed pearls They Weber. Mr and Mrs Gordon Clif
County Camera Club.
USN., were united in marriage also carried baskets of spring flow ford and daughter Patty, Miss Pru Elected Officers
Carroll Thayer Berry is the chair Saturday afternoon at 4 o'clock in ers. Susan Ames, wearing pink dence Gifford and Mr and Mrs.
Vinaihaven Fishliawks Club II.
man of the committee arranging the Pratt Memorial Methddist tulle over taffeta, served as flower Winston Edwards. Farmington, Mr.
annual reunion was held at the
for the show. He is assisted by Church with her father. Rev. girl.
and Mrs. Forrest Russell. Emery YM.C.A. in Portland Saturday eve- !
Forest Pinkerton, William W Cross, Merle S. Conant, performing the
Charles Jillson served as best Mills. Mr. and Mrs. George Ding- ning April 25, with an attendance
Edward R Ladd and James Moore double ring ceremony.
man and the ushers were Robert ley, Mrs. Arthur Conant, Mrs. Rus of about 70 members enjoying the
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins, Mrs. HjorWhite carnations, snapdragons, Gregory, Oliver Holden, Jr., and sell Conant, Mr. and Mrs. Henry usual good fellowship and banquet
dis Thorvaldsen and Major Elmer
Bamford and Robert, William and with O. V. Drew again master of
ferns and candelabra were used ef Dr. Russell Abbott.
Barde are in charge of the color
Spring flowers were used as dec Delores Bamford, Rev. and Mrs. ceremonies.
fectively in decorating the church
slide exhibit.
"
and made an attractive setting for orations for the reception which Charles Parkin, Miss Barbara Ste
The following officers for next
Club members will receive visitors
the ceremony. Mrs. Austin Davis was held immediately following vens. Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Ste year were elected: W A. Smith,
and guests in the North Gallery of
played the traditional wedding the ceremony in the church parlor. vens, and Mr. and Mrs. David president; Mrs. Clarence Knecthe Farnsworth Museum on Sunday
marches and accompanied Dante The bridal party was assisted in Thomas of Portland. Rev. and Mrs. i land, vice president; Mrs. Grace
afternoon, between 3 and 5 o'clock
receiving by the parents of the Gene Shrigley, Cape Porpoise, Mr. Gibson, secretary-treasurer; com
Closing time for entries to the Pavone who sane "Through the
Years," "Because" and “The Lord's bride and bridegroom. The bride’s and Mrs. Gerald Varney, Massa mittee on entertainment, Mrs Wil
exhibition will be noon, Saturday at
mother wore a dinner dress of Navy chusetts, and Mr. and Mrs. Neil liam Stevens and Miss Martha
the museum. A committee of judges Prayer.”
blue lace and chiffon with pink Wilson, Bath.
The
bride,
given
in
marriage
by
Thompson,
Clarence Kneeland.
will make selections of prints to be
Professor Ralph Burns of Dart
hung while another panel of dis Amos Withee of South Portland,
mouth College, a former Vinaiha
interested photographers will make a friend of the family, wore a white CIVIL DEFENSE LEADERS FOR
satin and Chantilly lace gown fa
ven boy, was guest speaker.
awards in the various classes.
shioned with fitted bodice, long
The following members were
STATE, COUNTY AND CITY
For social items in The Courier- pointed sleeves, full skirt and train.
present: Mrs. Edwin Gibson, Fan
Gazette. Phone 1944. City
tf Her shoulder length veil fell from WILL MEET MONDAY
nie B McManus, Mrs. George Du
a crown of lace trimmed with seed
lac, Mrs. Gladys Marr, Mrs. Angie
There will be grand gathering Civil Defense, will speak on his ex
pearls. She carried a cascade bou
Marr, Mrs. Nellie Noyes, Mr and
quet of white roses, carnations and of Knox County Civil Defense per periences as an observer at recent Mrs. Ilerbere Noyes and party, Mrs.
ol the valley.
sonnel at the Farnsworth Museum atomic bomb test held in Nevada; Florence Thompson, Miss Martha
^Merchandise ClubJ lilies
Miss Beverly Withee of South Monday, May 4. at 7.30 p. m. The Colonel Wallace J. Lovell, the deputy Thompson, Mrs. Russel! Edwards,
/
— IT'S EASY —
$ Portland was maid of honor. She Rockland Civil Defenders will act director for civil defense for the Mrs Lew Edwards, Mr. and Mrs.
i Earn Money in Your Spare Time'* wore aqua tulle over taffeta with as host and Rockland chairman, State will speak on "State Civil
Albert Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Augus
matching bolero of lace and a Ben Dowling will preside. A special Defense", and the publicity director, tus Young, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
I
Inquire Prom
crown of net and seed pearls. She invitation is extended by him to all Oeorge Petty, will show some appro Haskell. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Has
RUTH HOCH
priate new films.
carried a basket of spring flowers. persons interested, to attend.
kell. Mrs. Arthur H. Pillsbury,
The Knox County staff, under the
The program will be short and
The
bridesmaids
were
Miss
Pris

Mrs. Louise G. Murch, Mr. and
3
BELL SHOPS
cilla Edwards. Farmington, Miss very much to the point. Three leadership of Knox County C—D Mrs Nathan Young, Mrs. William
>MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
director
Leroy
McCluskey,
will
be
Lois Nickerson, Portland, and Miss Civil Defense officials from Augusta
Stevens,, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
<
or TELEPHONE 87#
present and participate in the
J
42-T&Th-55j Frances Dailey, Camden. They all will participate. Brigadier General
Young, John Young, Patricia
meeting.
SnacnancwssnaKMevvvsKvvo wore yellow net over taffeta with Spaulding Bisbee. State Director of
Young, Everett Conary, Walter H.
Ingerson Mr. Mitchell, Mr and
Mrs. C S. Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
Now Is the Time the Moth Lays the Destructive Egg
Leo Conary, Bernice Dunbar, Miss
Ora M King, Henry J. King, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles H. Corliss. Mr
and Mrs. W A Smith, Mrs. O. C

CALL 541
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Interesting History

Fire believed to have been caused
by a short circuit destroyed the
Earl R. Norwood, Jr. farm at Appleton early Sunday morning.
The loss was estimated unof
ficially at *35 000,
The Norwoods and their three
children lost all their posses
sions as flames leveled the main
house, a four-story barn con
verted into a poultry plant and
containing 3500 laying hens and
pullets, a connecting shed, poul
try equipment and several power
tools.
Firemen from Appleton and
Union were able to save a horse,
oow and two calves tied in a
small shed, a shop and storage
house and two trucks and a car
parked in the yard.
The loss was covered partly by
Insurance.

American Legion

Entered as Second
matter at Poet Office.
Rockland. Maine, under the Act of March 3. 1879.

FLYING SAUCERS SERMON!
Sunday. May 3 at II A. M.
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
(By Court House, Rockland)
Have 3 saucers been found on this
continent and a 4th elsewhere?
Welcome!
51-lt

Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Graves
received a phone call at 1.30 this
morning from their son, Corporal
Raymond Graves from Camp
Stoneham. Calif., he having just
arrived from Korea.
He had
served there a year in the First
Cavalry Division. The night be
fore his departure he made con
tact with his brother Lieut. Harry
Graves who Is in the Air Force,
stationed at Ashija. Japan.
Corporal Graves wil! receive his
discharge and is expected home in
two weeks, visiting enroute with
his sister, Mrs Mrgaret Salameda
and his brother Alvah at Palo
Alto, Calif.

Owen Weeks
Heads Owl's Head

Fire Fighters
Ouen Weeks, Lucia Beach poul
try farmer, was elected chief of
the newly-formed Owl's Head vol
unteer fire company at a meeting
of company directors and inter
ested citizens Monday night.
Weeks has been a resident of
Owl's Head for about three years.
By-laws were read and it was de
cided that the volunteers would
meet the third Monday of each
month, with the annual meeting
in March. Dues will be *1
Selected as headqarters for the
new department was the former
schoolhouse near Owl's Head vil
lage where the tank-wagon will be
kept. About 45 volunteers signed
up Monday night.
On the board of directors be
sides the selectmen are Dr Brad
ford Adams. Donald Lewis. Win
field Maddocks and Allan Borger
son.

First Aiders Meet
At Camden and
See C-D Film
Camden Advanced First Aid class
and guests met at the Megunticook
Lake cottage of Miss Mary Brad
street. Thursday, for a social eve
ning. A civil defense motion pic
ture was shown by Ralph Johnson,
Jr., and refreshments were served.
Members of the class who were
present included: Miss Mary Brad
street, Miss Betty A Lawton, Mrs.
Edward K Morse. Mrs. Larry Passmore. Mr and Mrs. Neil Peabody,
Rev John Sherburne. Miss Eleanor
Hansen, and Mr and Mrs. Porter.
Invited guests attending were:
Dr. Edward K Morse, Mrs. John
Sherburne. William Bartlett, Ralph
Johnson. Jr., Edwin Dodge, Knox
County First Aid Chairman and
class instructor, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Brown, and Miss Madeline
Philbrick. women’s co-ordinator for
Civil Defense.

Lane, Mrs Maude Mills, Mr and
Mrs. Harold Hutchins. Mr. and
Mrs. Parker Williams, Mrs. Gladys
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Soule, Kendall Hatch, William
Wing.

FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again, I
would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss ot
happiness—Charles Darwin.
THE YEAR'S AT THE SPRING

The Year’s at the spring
And day's at the morn;
Morning's at seven
The hill-side's dew pearled;
The snail's on the thorn;
God'.s in His HeavenAll's right with the world!
—Robert Browning.
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Austin Sherman who has taken
up spin-casting recently, says there
is at least one Big trout left in Salt
Pond—he’s seen him several times.
Capt. Coffin of Port Clyde
“muffed” an over-sized brown trout
or salmon at Biscay last weekend.
Action was fast there last week
with several browns being caught
off the little Pond Brook outlet.
Fishing at Hills Mills in the
Georges is marking time for a
drop in water below Sennebec Falls.
This looks like one of the county's
hottest spots of the 1953 season
when conditions become right.
Action at Hastings Pond (fly
fishing only) was so fast recently
that it became monotonous to a
couple of Rockland’s veteran fly
casters. Two reel limits in 20
minutes. Trout small.
Smelt dippers at Goose River
(Friendship) picking up sea run
trout in their dipnets at head tide.
Lincoln County fishermen look
ing for some fast fishing in Sheep
scot River this year from Cooper’s
Mills down. Also expecting Atlan
tic salmon in the river.
Grover Roberson of South Thom
aston saw a “kid” handline a 15inch brook trout from a hignway
bridge slightly west of Windsor on
Route 32.
•• • •
Those who care to assist on
clean-up work at the Beaver Lodge
club house of the Knox Oounty
Fish & Game Ass’n., will find
someone there every good Sunday
for the balance of the spring.
The next planned big working
party will be held at the club house
grounds on Sunday May 3.
To get there, if traveling west,
turn right slightly west of East
Union Grange Hall. Beaver Camp
road is marked. If coming from
direction of Union turn left Just
across the bridge Signs will short
ly placed at all intersections lead
ing to the clubhouse out of East
Union.
•• • •
The most thoughtless fisherman,
according to Capt. Coffin of Port
Clyde, is a certain Rockland man
who has a nice new truck bearing
the words "Fresh Fish."
When he gets to Salt Pond he
parks it "right slap” where all the
trout can read those words and
then he gets out and starts throw
ing feathers at ’em.
One trout tells the other that
there’s a mean looking hombre on
the hank that’s “Axin’” to catch
’em and peddle em to his custom
ers and they all go to bottom and
sulk until he drives away.
After all—what trout wants to
wind up in a fish cart for a mere
untasty mouthful of hen’s feathers?

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON
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There is an admirable sense of
family responsibility to the noisy
and quarrelsome English Sparrows
that I get a “kick” out of in spite
of their alleged many bad habits,
and away from the concentrations
of larger towns and cities where
•urvival is their greatest problem
I believe they are quite as inter
esting as some of our more beloved
species.
In my yard I have a four tene
ment bird apartment designed ex
pressly for tree swallows. For years
lt has set there and at first it was
the home of many happy families,
but over recent summers the starl
ings have come to the neighborhood
and I know of no worse “meddlers”
in the family affairs of others.
My swallows, the bluebirds and
even the robins who would nest in
the maples have been dispossessed
and their nests scattered to the
four winds by the starlings. It is
likely the mischiefs done by a few
Obnoxious individuals of the large
South Thomaston flock who have
degraded slowly into this lowdown
habit. I’ve often thought the 22
rifle would improve the situation
to some extent, but never have
tried it.
Recently one of my four apart
ments has been taken over by a
pair of English sparrows and they
are in the process of moving in. At
present, they are enjoying the
happy prelude to actual family
ties, but their daily appraisal of
each of the four tenements with a
lingering preference for the second
story accomodations is quite ap
parent. How they tell one from
the other is a mystery to me. for
the rooms are identical in every
detail.
No sooner did the sparrows show
an interest in the house than the
starlings came and the sparrows
set up a noisy scolding that
brought Mrs. T. and I quickly to
the window.
Now the male half of my pros
pective tenants is a pugnacious
looking fellow who goes about his
business of being a good husband
with as dignified a manner as the
finest of cultural feathers.
Among the bird seeds of my feed
ing stand he is very courteous to
all comers. He eats at its very
edge when the Juncos and song
sparrows come and in spite of gen
erations of "other-side-of-the track”
background he appears to be a per
fect gentleman.
The starlings who would attempt
the discouraging act of home
wrecking stalk around the tree
c. se to the bird house and peak
cautiously into its four open doors.
All the while the gentlemen spar
row and his spouse sit close on its
doorstep. There is no attemot to
drive the starlings away while they
remain at a distance. Sometimes
in a trusting gesture of goodwill,
the little sparrows wjll hop to the
feeding stand and leave their
threshold quite unguarded for a
moment.
It’s the signal for the starlings to
show their hand and they move in
to start the destruction. But our
little male of the pugnacious fea
tures has his beady eyes on the
starling’s every move and he rises
with bristling hackle and noisy
chatter to defend his home, fol
lowed closely by his mate.
The starlings are not now deal
ing with defenseless swallows or
retiring bluebirds. In that small
package of ill-kempt and somber
colored plumage exists a fury not

wise to underestimate.
Swooping from above and streak
ing from below the little sparrows
drive stubby black bills into the
starling’s feathers. Far out over
the road they cling doggedly to the
now retreating intruders and as
they detach themselves to return
to their selected nesting spot
tufts of feathers drift slowly down
to earth.
This happens about once each
day and after each incident the
female sits sedately at the doorway
of her apartment and carefully re
arranges her plumage, While the
little male fidgets around in his
disorderly jacket looking for some
admiration for his daring assault.
This morning he perched directly
in front of her on a small twig and
clamored incessantly into her ear
for some small attention. The din
of his chatter must have been
deafening at such close range for
we heard him from our kitchen.
Suddenly and without regard for
his tender devotion on the features
of his determined little face she
pecked him savagely on top of the
head and he retired to a safer dis
tance and silently regarded her as
much as to sty “There’s two times
in a man’s life when he don’t un
derstand women; before and after
marriage.”
•• • •
Two letters came this week re
minding me that I promised to tell
of the little foxes of the family in
Russell’s pasture who were “expect
ing” the last time I was there.
I had wanted to go several times
over the last two weeks, but the
weather has been hardly suitable,
for mother fox will not air her little
ones when it is wet or muddy about
the den.
She likes to take them out when
they can rotnp and tumble one an
other over in play like so many
puppies, while she watches from a
distance. Getting the feet and fur
wet is strictly against the rules un
less perhaps it’s when they are out
on the first mouse hunting lesson.
When
they
are
unusually
naughty the mother fox will hold
the youngster down under her paw
and subdue his exuberance by lick
ing him furiously in the face and
eyes with her rough tongue.
• • • •
Iron pond in Washington may
not have turned out as well as had
been expected but it will eventually
become cne of the county’s best
trout ponds for it has everything
that Ross and Hastings is lower
Lincoln County has.
If you can see into the future a
little way lt will be a good idea to
use the place well just now, even
if you do not catch many trout, for
it would be rather embarrassing to
go there later and find the land
closed to the public.
Reports come to me of scattered
sandwich
wrappings,
discarded
beer bottles, torn down signs and
evidence of open fires on the land
surrounding the pond this season.
It’s just another case of the poor
sportsmanship of a few spoiling the
pleasures of the many.
Respect the property owner he
is the sportsman’s friend.
• • • •
Fishing rumors of the past week:
Carleton Ripley reports surface
activity by good-sized fish slightly
out of casting range just about
daylight in Chickawaukie.
Ralph Bourne of Thomaston be
lieves what he saw breaking and
rolling at Rocky Pond one day last

BOYS’ - GIRLS’
All Site, From
4 to 18

CAMPUS
JACKETS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

KEO. VALUE 5.95

OUR
PRICE

Fall Term Of

Rockland School
Of Commerce

j

Plans for the fall opening of the
Rockland School of Commerce on
Sept. 8 have been announced by
Dr. Roy E. Adams, principal and
sole owner of the school. The three
career courses in Accounting,
secretarial work, and Stenograhpy
are designed to prepare young men
and women for the better positions
in business, State office work, and
Civil Service. These classes are
open to men and women of all ages,
and part-time courses are available
to those who cannot attend full
time.
As the school is approved for
veterans under all the G.I. bills
now in effect, there is the opportun
ity for eligible veterans to start, or
to continue, the training that may
have been interrupted by military
service. All veterans interested in
taking advantage of this education
al opportunity are urged to call at
the school to discuss their plans
with Dr. Adams.
At the Rockland School of Com
merce students are assured of con
tinuous personal attention of the
principal, with class and individual
instruction to help them get the full
value from the courses. The school
is a business college of high stand
ing, and for many years has trained
hundreds of young people for impor
tant business positions.
School sessions are from 8 a. m.
to L15 p. m., thus allowing the aft
ernoons free for part-time work or
study. Enrollments for the fall term
are now being received, and all in
terested in business training are in
vited to make arrangements for en
tering fhe fall classes as soon as pos
sible. The school is open daily for
consultation and enrollment from 8
a. m. to 5 p. m. A beautifully il
lustrated school catalog will be sent
on request, with np obligation. Write,
telephone, or call st the school. The
telephone number is Rockland 148.
For social items In The Courier-

Gazette, Phone
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Annual Meeting

Little Leaguers

Talks Of School

Camden Fish-

Meet At Rockport

boy Sports

Gamers May 8

Wednesday Night

(By Bill Judkins)

The Megunticook Fish and Game
Living In the Knox Oounty area Association wiil hold its annual
of the Knox-Lincoln baseball meeting and election of officers
league, most of us follow the Knox Friday evening, May 8, at the Snow
division closer than we do the Lin Bowl In Camden.
KNOX COUNTY’S POPULATION IS UP
coln side of the league. However,
Featured speaker will be federal
As a welcome change Knox County is on the plus side
a lot of good baseball comes out of wildlife co-ordinator Steve Powell
in population. We won’t shout too loudly about how great
Lincoln Academy, Boothbay Har who is in charge of government
the increase may be, but it is an increase.
bor, Waldoboro, and Wiscasset. The wildlife projects in the state. He
In the final census report for 1950 we find Knox County’s
Lincoln Division looks for a close will also show movies.
Other
total population has risen to 28.121 persons. In 1940 it a as
race this year.
guests expected to be present are
27,191 and In 1930 lt was 27,693. With its area at 672 square
Wiscasset for example, finishing Inland Fish and Game Commis
miles this gives the county 77.7 persons per square mile. The
a miserable fourth last year, is sioner Roland Cobb and superin
1940-50 increase was 3.4 per cent, which though not spectacu
anxious to give up their lease on tendent of hatcheries Gerry Wade.
lar, is wholesome.
I
the basement. With six lettermen
Supper will be served from 5.30
This same 10 year period has seen the county pros
returning, including two veteran to 7 o’clock with the meeting sched
perous on the whole. There are spots where recession is
pitchers, Roger Cowley, and Jay uled to start at 7.30 o’clock. G.
apparent, but the overall picture is good. A drive over the
Blagdon, the chances are they will, Willis Hodson is president of the
rural areas shows more farm stands painted and a notable
stir up plenty of trouble. Coach j Association.
Increase in remodeling or new construction for poultry raising
Fred Bolduc, realizing the only
purposes. A steadily increasing number of unused farm
way his club can go is up, is going
homes are now spic and span summer residences, many of
all out to field a good team. Bolduc Tri-County
which will later become year ’round homes.
will have a nucleus of Cowley, Button Club
Blagdon, Ronny Shea, Gordon
KNOW TO WHOM YOU CONTRIBUTE
Merry, George Mains, Willard Meets At Union
Along with the beautiful days jf June comes a plague
Lewis, and Stanley Curtis, with
Mrs. Ariel Leonard of Union was
of mosquitoes and another annual visitation almost as an
which to build his team. With a
named
general chairman of the
noying and much more expensive. We have reference to
good-sized squad of boys out for
the horde of well dressed and smooth tongued solicitors and
baseball, Coach Bolduc figures to be I State Button Show, to be held at
smooth talking professional appealers for all sorts of "good”
able to fill In the three other va Camden next September, at the
causes, charitable and religious.
cant positions. Grant Morrill, a AprU meeting of the Tri-Button
Extreme care should be taken by Knox County folk be
catcher and infielder, Robert Fahey, Club, Saturday in the Masonic
fore handing out their hard-earned cash to these glib speak
an infielder, and Art Delano, a hall at Union.
Other committees appointed for
ing strangers who attempt to arouse their sympathies or
pitcher, are three of the newcomers
the
State show’ at the Camden
charitable impulses. Donations should never be given to col
who have caught the eye of their
lectors having no local sponsorship or known endorsement.
coach and should see a lot of serv High gymnasium are, Mrs. Mary
Nash of Camden, luncheon and
The vast majority of these unscrupulous men and women
ice this year.
have no local treasurer or Maine connection of any sort and
A few good breaks, some good housing; Mrs. Vera Mooney of
the money goes out of the state for what purpose nobody
pitching and ample hitting, and Bangor, Mrs. Argie Buzzell of
knows.
who knows, maybe Fred Bolduc and Oakland, Thomas Owens of Port
This is a plea for our readers to be alert and ask pointed
his boys will boot home a winner. land, Clarence Marsh of Lewiston,
questions of these smoothies and to make their donations
Wiscasset hits the road on May 4 and Mrs. Henrietta Harding of
to causes known to be legitimate and to solicitors known to
for their first game. It will be a Union, button exhibits; Mrs. Mary
of
Rockport,
program
be bona fide representatives.
3 p. m. contest at Boothbay Har Small
Miss Marion Quinn of Bangor,
A ready means of certain protection already exists in the
bor.
Rev. and Mrs. Will KeUey of War
regulation by the Chamber of Commerce that ail solicitors,
Have Applied For Small
ren, and Edwin Collamore of Pitts
regardless of their connections should apply to Chamber
School Tournament
field, hospitality; Mrs Will Kelley,
secretary for approval. If he finds the cause a proper one the
Coach Bolduc has informed The Mrs. Mary Starrett, Mrs. Elsie
solicitor is handed a card bearing that information. Not all
Courier-Gazette that Wiscasset Wallace, and Mrs. Ada C. Spear, all
solicitors by any means secure this approval. Hence, when
High School has applied for a po of Warren, favors and souvenirs;
you are contacted in the future, ask for the Chamber of Com
sition in the State Small School Mrs. Ora Merrifield, Mrs Edna
merce “OK.” If it is not produced—refuse the contribution.
Baseball Tournament to be held in Start of Camden, and Mrs. Mary
June. To our knowledge that is the Small of Rockport, decorating
NEW STYLES IN CURRENCY
only team in the K.-L. league that committee; Edwin Collamore of
With Spring just around the corner, the U. S. Treasury
has applied for tournament com Pittsfield, and Mrs. Ada Spear of
has come out with some new styles in paper currency. The
petition.
Warren, publicity; and Mrs. Belle
Spring money fashions involve no drastic changes—no
With no other school except Cobb of Searsport, and Mrs. Alice
plunging necklines or startling innovations.
But people
Knox-Lincoln League schools on Tapley of Belfast, guest book.
should know about them—just so they can recognize the
their schedule this year, here is the
Subject for the State Show wUl
new currency as legitimate.
complete Wiscasset High School be “Kate Greenway.”
In order to standardize the physical appearance of
Schedule:
It was announced that the State
United States paper money and to expedite the issuance of
May 4, Wiscasset at Boothbay Button Society wiU meet May 9,
notes carrying facsimile signatures of new public officials, a
Harbor.
at Chase’s Lobster Pound at Lin
change has been made in the method of production of »2
May 7, Lincoln Academy at Wis colnville Beach.
and $5 United States notes and J5 and $10 silver certificates.
casset.
Four new members admitted to
Heretofore, the plates used for printing these issues in
May 11, Waldoboro at Wiscasset. the Tri-County Button Club Sat
cluded the engraved facsimile signatures of the Secretary
May 14, Wiscasset at Lincoln urday brought the membership to
of the Treasury and the Treasurer of the United States.
Academy.
95. The four are: Miss Bertha Star
Whenever one of these officers was changed it was neces
Maq 18, Wiscasset At Waldoboro. rett of Warren, Miss Elizabeth An
sary' to re-engrave the plates with the new signatures. Un
May 21, Boothbay Harbor at Wis drews of Lisbon Falls, Miss Adelder the change, facsimile signatures will be overprinted on
casset.
ma Bowers of Washington, and Mrs
the face of the notes simultaneously with the seal and se
All games, both home and away Abbie Stevens of Friendship.
rial number, making re-engraving unnecessary.
will start at 3 p. m.
Receipts from an auction of ar
The only noticeable change in the appearance of the
ticles donated by members Satur
bills will be that the serial numbers and the colored Trea
day brought in $10.75 to the club
Pheasant Chicks
sury seal will be smaller, and a large, shaded, denomina
treasury.
tional numeral will be inserted to the left of the ovaj por
Mrs. Mary Nash of Camden pre
Ordered By Knox
trait. The backs of the bills will not be changed.
sented an interesting paper on
Fish and Game
"Goofies,” which was accompan
birthday of their son, Richie.
ied by an exhibit of that type ^>f
The
Knox
County
Fish
and
Guests present were Jimmy and
button, brought in by many mem
ROCKPORT
Sandy Graffam, Clement Farnham, Game Association has ordered 170 bers.
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH Gordon Best, Ruth Ann Erickson, pleasant chicks for delivery in the
Lncheon was served by a com
Correspondent
Debby Hanna, Linda Spear, and county May 15 to be raised by as mittee from Orient Chapter, O ES.
Telephone Camden 2483
______________________________ Sue and Stevie Goodridge. Games sociation members, secretary Waldo Sewing Circle. Table decorations
J were
played and refreshments, Tyler announced Friday.
featured African violets, and May
The chicks will be six weeks old basket favors.
The Boy Scouts met Thursday featuring two birthday cakes, were
night at the Simonton’s Corner served by Mrs. Sims, assisted by when they are delivered to local
The Maq 30 meeting wUl be
Community Hall with 25 boys pres her sister, Mrs. Beatrice Richards. members. Those to receive the first omitted, due to the holiday, and
group
ol
pheasants
are
Roy.
Miller
ent. The next meeting will be The guest of honor received many
the next meeting wiU be June 6 at
of Rockland, 60 birds; Dr. Brad the Marshall Point, Port Clyde
held Thursday evening, April 30, nice gifts.
ford Adams of Owl's Head, 60 cottage of Rev. and Mrs. Will Kel
and Parents' Night will be obRead The Courier-Gazette
birds; Ben Nichols of Union. 30 ley. Hosts that day will be the
observed.
Mrs. Dorothy Young and daugh Subscribe to The Courier -Gazette Dirds and Dorin Ames of Matinicus, Kelleys, Mr. and Mrs Louis Gor
ter Ruth of Camden were guests Advertise in The Courier-Gazette 20 birds.
don, and Mrs. Mary Starrett, all
Friday of Mrs. Vernon Kenney
of Warren.
and daughter Janice. Ruth was an i?ooooooooooooooeoooooooooeooooooeeoooeooooooooeofl
overnight guest.
— AUCTION —
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Kenney
and daughter Janice motored to
Brunswick Sunday and were guests
of Mrs. Evelyn Phillips and family.
Mrs. Ernest Wentworth accom
Wednesday, April 29
panied them and will visit this
7.00 P. M.
week with her sister. Mrs. Lewis
Simmons and family.
Combination Deep Freeze and Ref.; several other Refrigerators;
4 good Television Sets; several Washers; new Linoleums; small
Mr. and Mrs. John Annis and
Organ, working; Linens; Dishes; Steel File Cabinet; truckload
sons Johnny and Jimmy and Mr.
of good Furniture plus lots, of small items.
and Mrs. Darrell Pound and chil
51-lt
dren David, “Jerry” and “Skipper,” oooooooooooooooooeoooooooooooeooooooooeoooc
all of Simonton’s Corner, motored
to Old Town and were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs Fred Bart
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
lett and son, Curtis. While there,
Mrs. Bartlett’s birthday was cele
brated by the group. Mrs. Eliza
beth Annis, who has been visiting
GARDEN SEED
with the Bartlett’s, returned home
From
with them.
F. H. WOODRUFF CO.
NORTHRUP, KING A CO.
The Brownie Scouts, accompan
ied by their leaders,. Mrs. Kay
FLOWER SEED
Pound and NJrs Ivis Cripps. hiked
FROM MANDEVILLE A KING CO.
to the new beach last week and a
hot dog roast was enjoyed by all.
GLADIOLUS BULBS
The next meeting will be held
FROM THE NETHERLANDS
Tuesday, May 5, at the High
School building.
CERTIFIED SEED POTATOES

At the
“AUCTION HOUSE,” BELMONT

WE HAVE OBTAINED

Celebrate Birthday
at the

home
Sims

of
in

Mr.

and

honor

of

Mrs.

GARDEN FERTILIZER

the

MADE IN MAINE

Complete Home Building
and Repairs
H. M. BOW NESS, Builder
Estimates Free
SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND
TEL. 6Z5-W3

FROM MANY DISTANT PLACES

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.

48-5

THOMAATON, MB.

Pine State Field
Trial Club Had
Good Meet
A Fox Hound Trial was held at
Owl’s Head, April 9, sponsored by
the above Club, to defend the John
Pitts Trophy, presented by the
Jungle Club of Scarboro. The
weather was ideal, running condi
tions good, and 21 Hounds were on
hand to contend for the trophy.
The cast was made at 8 a. m. and
within a few minutes the pack had
split into three groups, and sepa
rate chases were underway, giving
the judges plenty of action. Alto
gether there were seven fox seen.
The most spectacular chase oc
curred in the afternoon when three
hounds connected with a beautiful
old male fox who was plenty smart
and gave the dogs a merry chase
and the fastest of the day, with
each hound trying to get out in
front to win that trophy. Some of
the dogs fell by the wayside, and
fresh ones entered, but the leading
contender remained in front with
the result that he “Lee,” owned and
handled by Clyde Harmon of Scar
boro amassed enough points to take
the cup back to the Jungle Club.
Second place “Nibbles,” also
turned in a grand performance,
owned and handled by Cliff Mc
Cabe, Kennebunkport. Third place
was tied by “Sailor,” owned and
handed by Floyd Benner, South
Waldoboro, and “Big Shop,” owned
and handled by Lowell A. Chap
man, Rockland. These two dogs,
although in 3d place, did splendid
work, and were only one point be
hind 2d place winner.
The consensus of opinion was
that it was a grand trial, and the
excellent supper served by the la
dies of the Owl's Head Grange
made the day complete.
The Jungle Club have extended a
hearty invitation to this club to
participate in a trial to be held at
Scarboro, April 25. Casting time,
8 a. m. Clam fry supper to be
served In the evening.
The monthly meeting comes April
24 at Tamarack Lodge.
For social items In The CourierGazette.
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Flows, Discs ooW
k Marrows — ALL

WILMOT DOW
WALDOBORO, MAINE
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’52 DeSoto Firedome
Club Cpe. (like new)
’51 Chevrolet Sedan

’51
’51
’50
'50
’49
’48
’47
’47

Plymouth Sedan
Plymouth Tudor
Dodge Sedan
Plymouth Sedan
DeSoto Sedan
Buick Sedan
DeSoto Sedan
Nash Sedan

’52 Dodge Diplomat
’52 Plymouth Club Ope.

’51 DeSoto Sedan
'51 Jeep Stationwagon

’51 Plymouth Club Ope.

'50 Dodge Tudor
'49 Plymouth Sedan
’48 DeSoto Sedan
’48 Studebaker Conv.

’47 Chevrolet 8edan

AS IS SPECIALS
’47 Plymouth Stnwgn
’39 Plymouth Sedan

'41 DeSoto Sedan
'36 Plymouth Coupe

’48 O. M. 0. Pick-up

It Would Pay You To See Us Before
Buying, Trading or Selling Your Car

HOES - RAKES - TOOLS

MAIN 8T.

We repeat, there will be an Im
portant meeting of the Knox Coun
ty Suburban Little League Wednes
day at 7.30 p. m. at Rockport High
School. All interested in LHtle
League baseball for the coming
season are requested to be pres
ent. This especially applies to all
parents, managers, ana coaches.
Of special interest to all parents
of prospective Little League play
ers is the fact that a “group acci
dent plan” will be In effect this
year. It offers protection to a
player during the try-out or prac
tice sessions in addition to regu
lar playing season. Further details
of this accident policy will be given
at the meeting, and other matters
of interest to all also will be taken
up.

We Picked These Cars As

’51 Chevrolet Pick-up

FROM MAINE

A party was held last Tuesday

NAVT

CLAYT BITLER

Bill Judkins

THERE IS NO GRACE PERIOD ON STICKERS
Time is growing short on this matter of safety inspection
stickers on your automobile or truck. Visit the inspection
station before Friday or risk telling the judge “the reason
why.” There is no grace period on inspection stickers.

Richard

MAROON

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TIL.

MILLER’S GARAGE, Inc.
DESOTO — Sales-Service —
— PI'
Plymouth

25-31 RANKIN 8T.

ROCKLAND,

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 28, 1953

TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
(Social and community events
solicited for this calendar. All
free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor ls final.]
April 28—Rockland Extension As
sociation meets in the Farns
worth Museum.
April 29—(Meeting of the Film
Council at Farnsworth Museum.
730 p. m.
April 30—Community Conoert at
Community Building, De Paur
Infantry Chorus.
May 1—Band Jamboree Commun
ity Building.
MAY 4—Knox Lodge observes visi
ting officers Night, 7.30 p. m.
Odd Fellows Hall.
May 5—Gueet Officers’ Night, Miri
am Rebekah Lodge, 630, Odd Fel
lows Hall.
May 6—Battalion Meeting of Aux
iliaries, Patriarch Militant, Odd
Fellows HaU, 6.30.
May 6—At Belfast, Quarterly meetsIng of the Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation at the Baptist Church.
May 6—(Mission Circle, Universalist
Vestry.
May 7—Emblem Club meets at Elks
Home, 8 p. m.
May 7—Theta Rho Oris’ Club, Odd
Fellows Hall, 7 p. m.
May 7—Comity Circle, Universalist
Church, Mrs. Emily Faber, speak
er.
May 8—Annual Supper-Meeting
Megunticook Fish & GAME
Ass’n., Camden Snow Bowl.
May 12—Rubinstein Spring Concert
,at Congregational Church, 8 p. m.
May 15—Annual meeting and ban
quet alumni U. of M. at Snow
Bowl, Camden.
May 18—Knox County WjC.TU
Convention, Thomaston Baptist
Church AM. and PJM. sessions
May 22—Dance at American Legion
Home by Drum and Bugle Corps
April 27—Rockland schools re-open
April 29 — Rehearsal Lafayette
Auxiliary at Odd Fellows Hall,
730
May 30--Memorial Day.
June 12, 13, 14—Business & Pro
fessional Women’s Club, State
Convention at Samoset Hotel.
June 14—E7ag Day.
June 16, 17, 18—Maine Federation
of Women’s Clubs at Samoset.
June 19-20-21 — American Leg’on
Convention ln Rockland
July 4—Independence Day.
July 31-Aug 1-2—Maine Seafoods
Festival, Rockland.
are
are

•

T
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State Automobile Inspection sta
tions are doing a rushing business.
Thursday is the last day on which
the Fall inspection sticker counts.
After that: "Good morning, Judge.”

•

There will be a meeting of plane
spotters of the Civil Defense Force
at the Court House tomorrow eve
ning, at 7 o'clock. A representative
from the Bangor Filter Center of
the Air Force will be present to in
struct new spotters. An appropri
ate film will also be shown. A special invitation is extended to those
interested in air observation who
may not as yet be members of the
local contingent.

One year ago: Pleasantville was
endangered by grass fire—Misses
Jeanette Upham, Mary Berry and
Roberta Mayo won Knox County’s
D.AJR. Good Citizenship Awards—
Bids were being let on the one
way traffic construction work—
Mike DiRenzo made head of city
recreation department — Ashley
Gray was named principal of the
new Owl’s Head Central School—
Winslow - Holbrook - Merritt Post,
A.L., honored its 30-year members.
End of the month Clearance
Sale Dresses. Reduced to *5 and
$10. Burdell’s Dress Shop.
51-lt

Rockland firemen were called
Saturday morning to the Maine
Central Railroad round house.
Power lines from a Central Maine
Power company pole to the round
house were knocked down on the
roof of the building after an ice
truck had backed into the pole.
Slight damage was reported.
A Rokes and Harvey taxi said
by police to have been operated
by Edward Stetson, 24 of Rock
land, was damaged about the front
end Friday evening when it
crashed into a high curbing on
Tillson avenue. Police said that
Stetson was blinded by lights of an
approaching vehicle and collided
#rtth the curbing near the John
Bird company building.

The Three Links club of the
Odd Fellows held its spring gather
ing Friday night at the Odd Fel
lows hall with about 29 members
present. Supper was served pre
ceding the meeting with Clifford
Achorn and Bernard Bergren in
charge. Kenneth LeGage was in
charge of entertainment.
Members of Rockland, Thomas
ton and Camden Railway Old Tim
ers’ Association met Friday night
at the Rockland High school aud
itorium and made plans for a re
union of local members to be held
the latter part of June at Glen
Oove grange hall. Entertainment
and refreshments will be furnished
for this occasion. The group also
made plans to hold a field day for
all members and their guests later
in the summer, the date to be de
cided later.

A chicken pie supper will be held
Wednesday, May 6, at the Commun
ity Hall in Appleton. Tickets are
75c. The Liberty P. T. A. will have
a minstrel show the same night
and place.
Coincident with the Saturday
Evening Post article on the late
Lucy Farnsworth, Alton Blackington will tell about her and the
Farnsworth Museum in Yankee
Scrapbook, W B Z—TV channel 4
at 7 pm. tomorrow, Wednesday
night.
Arthur Adolphsen, Marian Tal
bot and Judith Hudson were in at
tendance at the Maine Universalist
Youth Conference held at West
Paris, representing the Rockland
Universalist Church. Arthur was
elected to the Board of the State
Association serving as its treasurer.
Lieutenant Governor Harry An
derson of the Ninth Division, Ki
wanis, was the honored guest at
the regular Monday night meeting
of Rockland Kiwanis at the Hotel
Thorndike. He addressed those
present on the scholarship fund,
work with underprivileged children
and vocational guidance, all sub
jects in which the club is actively
engaged. Milton Glad, a Senior at
Rockland High School, spoke to the
members and demonstrated the
method and the result of his work
with which he won the State
championship as an apprentice in
the building trades (carpentry). He
was Introduced by his vocational
teacher, Charles Grant, of Rock
land High School.
MARRIED

Perkins-Gelo— At MorriU, April
17, Burton L. Perkins and Miss
Phyllis M. Gelo, both of Belfast—
by Rev. James Sawyer.
Bamford-Conant—At Rockland,
April 25, BM-SM Corille Frederic
MAINE ARBORISTS, Inc.
Bamford, US.N. of Portland and
CAMDEN, ME.
TEL. 785
___________________________ 43-52 Miss Beverly Luella Conant of
Rockland —by Rev. Merle S. Con
ant.
Visit our nursery on the Belfast
Road.
AU kinds of ornamental
plants, shrubs, and trees for sale.
Reliable landscape service.

GAME PARTY

EVERY FRIDAY

DIED

At 7.3# P. M.

Hahn — At Cambridge, Mass .
April 27, Simon S. Hahn, formerly
of Thomaston, age 65 years. Fu
neral Thursday at 2 n. m. from
Old Homestead. Willow Lane.
Thomaston. Interment ln Village
Cemetery.
Tibbetts—At Rockland, April 25.
Charles C. Tibbetts, age 85 years.
Funeral services Wednesday, 2
p, m. from Russell Funeral Home,
Dr. John S. Lowe officiating. In
terment in Achorn Cemetery.
Beveridge—At Camden, April 24,
William F. Beveridge, age 81 years.
Funeral was held Monday at 2
p.m. from Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home. Interment in Mountain
View Cemetery.
Moody — At Union, April 27,
Ernest L. Moody, age 72 years, 1
month. 6 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 2.30 p. m. from People’s Meth
odist Church, union. Interment In
Blake Cemetery, Warren.

TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDINQ

Auspices Knighta of Columbua
16-T*Th-tf

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CURL M. STILPHEN

LADY ASSISTANT

24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
* CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

The 50-foot fishing boat. “Sea
Dog”, built by Newbert and Wallace
for Walter Watson Curtis, Jr., of
Marblehead. Mass was launched
from their Thomaston yard Sat
urday. The boat is so constructed
that it may be converted from fish
ing boat to pleasure CTaft. It is
planked with mahogany and pow
ered with a Palmer engine.

-4

sold than legal; yet make bootlegggin a bogey.
Taxes pay *4 to every one of re
venue for results of alcohol con
sumption. Alcohol is the only nar
cotic drug that can be purchased
without a prescription. Advertising
is aimed to make best customers of
women and young people.
The second speaker was Donald
Chase. Classification Officer of the
State Prison, who gave a most in
teresting talk on his experiences in
his office. There is a chapter of
Alcoholics Anonymous at the pri
son, doing very successful work. In
the evening a young people’s pro
gram was presented.
Florence
Withee, Judy Childs, and Margaret
Fish, contestants in the recent Sil
ver Medal Speech Contest, gave
their selections. Mary Grispi, winnear of the gold medal in State
Speech Contest last fall, gave her
selection. Carl Gray sang a solo.
A playlet, “Having A Good Time
With A Purpose" was well done by
Alice Lord, Florence Withee, Betty
Withee, Earl Withee and Richard
Mitchel], directed by Mrs. Warren
Dorr. Movie films, Liquid Love and
It's the Brain that Counts, were
shown by Carroll Wixson.

We Are Pleased To Announce the Appointment of

TEL. ROCKLAND 1024
For Camden, Rockland, Boothbay Harbor
and Surrounding Communities.

LOUDVILLE

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Where Is Lucy’s Picture?

_ _ _ _ _ _ Says_ _ _ _ _ _

INCINERATORS

BAD FLOORS
Are Your Floors Beyond Repair?
Don’t say yes until you have called
THE UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
Rankin St, Rotary
Rockland
Tel. 939

51-T-tf

lhe Sensible Thing lo Do

Funeral Home

Dnvisfmilta

All Day Institute

Glengarry Springs
Beverage Distributor

q

U#-1U UMKROCK BT.
ROOKLAND, MK
M

Weeks Schedule

S. LEE WOTTON

You’ll discover why many
people make records of
their funeral wishes if
you send for our folder.

Ambulance Service

Ernie Johnson To

With Judge Zelma M. Dwinal Work 'Singled With Of Activities At
Held Friday
presiding, Raymond L. Burns, Jr,
Farnsworth
By WCTU
of Waldoboro pleaded guilty in Vaughn Monroe
Rockland municipal court Friday
The W.C.T.U. held an aU-day In
Tuesday
In a telephone conversation Sun
morning to a charge of speeding
day night with his mother Mrs.
April 28. 7 p. m„ Weaving Class; stitute Friday in the Littlefield Me
April 23 on Park street in the city
Marguerite Johnson in this city, 7 p. m., Adult Art Class; 10 a. m., morial Baptist Church. Worship
and paid a *10 fine.
Ernie Johnson of New York for to 3 p m., Garden Club; 8 p. m.,
Rockland police were complain
service of the afternoon was con
merly of Rockland, gave the in Registered Nurses Club
ants in the case.
ducted by Mrs. Herbert Thatcher,
formation
that
Vaughn
Monroe,
A special Communication of
Wednesday
• • • •
which included a story of a Work
with whose band he has served as
Aurora Lodge, AF and AM, will
April
28:
730
p.
m.,
Film
Council.
At Saturday’s session Wilmont R.
be held Wednesday at 7.30 p. m.
pianist the past five years, is disof Rehabilitation, by the Salvation
Thursday
Shibles, 186 Broadway, pleaded
with work in the master mason
; solving the band to concentrate on April 30: 7 p. m.. Weaving Class; Army.
guilty to a charge of passing
degree. Supper will be served at
his movie career, and performing 7.30 p. m., Coast Guard Auxiliary.
through a stop sign at Lincoln and
The first speaker was Miss Mary
630 p. m.
as “single” on television, radio,
Friday
Summer streets and paid a flne of
Worthly
of West Lebanon, presi
night clubs, etc. He is retaining
May 1: 730 p. m., Lobster Festi
*5. The charge by Rockland police
Rockland Lodge of Elks will meet
dent of York County W.C.T.U., and
Mr. Johnson as accompanist for val Committee.
Tuesday evening, April 28, at 8 was the outgrowth of a collision on his personal appearances. Monroe
State Recording Secretary. She
o’clock.
The CPA. aud'tor’s April 24 in which Shibles collided j leaves for Hollywood, May 12, Mr.
gave a very informative talk on
with
a
car
driven
by
Freeman
reports will be read at the meet
Johnson Joining him a few weeks Elmer Hurd Won
Brewer,
also
of
Rockland.
“
Let Us Be Realistic,” stating many
ing. A report will also be heard
later in preparation for the open
• • • 9
the Studley Dayson facts and conditions, such a: that
from the committee investigating
ing appearance at The Sahara, in
Two speeders faced Judge Dwi
the state is in the liquor business.
the changing of the basement into
Las Vegas for two weeks, on Mattress Contest
nal on Monday morning. Both
We must face the facts and con
a recreation room.
| June 30.
pleaded guilty.
Elden J. Young
The Sleep Show Week, con ditions of the times, saying “Oh!
Dr. Marion, a psychic expert, en paid *10 for speeding on Park CAPT. CHARLES C. TIBBETTS
ducted the past several days by it is horrible. It is terrible" is not
tertained members of the Rockland street on April 26; John W. Chaf-; Capt. Charles C. Tibbetts, 85. for Studley Furniture Co. at its flne enough. What can be done? It is
Rotary club at their regular week fee, Jr., paid *10 for speeding on 1 mer proprietor of the Rockland new Park street store, has creat not a losing battle. We must edu
ly meeting Friday afternoon at the Route One in Warren, April 25.
Bean Barrel Club and General ed much public interest. The lo cate. Be informed, represent your
• • • •
Hotel Thorndike.
Grocery died Saturday at Togus cation is 71-75 Park street.
cause wherever you go. There are
Ira A. Small of Rockland pleaded Veterans’ Hospital after a short ill
The Dayson Hotel and Institu many bills in legislature, be inter
Rockland police report that Don guilty to going in the wrong direc ness.
Write letters, let your
tion mattress unit which has been ested.
ald Robbins, 41 Pleasant Street, tion on a one-way street and paid
He was born in Rockland, son of on display in the window and was Senators and representatives know
A juvenile from Charles M. and Sara Charbourne the center around the week's con what you think about them. Don’t
suffered a broken left leg and other a flne of *5.
injuries when a platform truck Washington was fined $10 and *2 Tibbetts and is survived by a test estimate now has a new own be discouraged, keep on. Seventy- I
BOB S TAXI
:
used for carrying poultry backed costs on a charge of driving a mo brother, Frank Tibbetts, of Rock er. The trick was to guess the five per cent of money in the coun
over him at the Rockland Poultry tor vehicle without a license in land.
number of inches of wire used in ties goes for care of crime, jails,
Robert St. Clair, formerly Id i
Company plant Friday night. Washington, April 24.
He was a first lieutenant in the the building of one of these fine courts, etc. We have 51 State Po
business with Bob’s Taxi, is now
Police said the driver, Norman
lice.
There
are
20,000
alcoholics
in
j
Tillson Light Infantry Company at mattresses and the winner was El
operating his taxi stand from 1
B. Hannan, 30, of Pleasant Gar MRS. NELLIE S. REEVER
the outbreak of the Spanish- mer Hurd of Ash Point whose esti Maine. Doctors say one out of every j Bob's Restaurant—
i
den, told them he felt a bump
Funeral services for Mrs. Nellie American War, and accompanied mate was 4125.6 inches. He is now nine moderate drinkers becomes an I
19
PARK
STREET
and heard a scream as he started S. Reever, 88, widow of Elbridge that Rockland company to Chicka possessor of the mattress. Earle alcoholic. Anyone can become an
to back up the big truck, and Reever, were held at 3 p. ra„ Mon mauga. On his return he became C. Perry of Perry’s Market served alcoholic. Does not depend on the
TEL. 840
;
found Robbins under it.
day at the Waltz Funeral Home in a captain of the State militia.
as master of ceremonies—adv. • person.
The liquor interests are
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE I
Dr. E. K. Morse treated Rob Waldoboro. The Rev. J. Charles
His father conducted a general
conducting a campaign of mass ed
bins at Knox Oounty General MacDonald officiated and burial grocery, and Tibbetts went in busi CLEMENTINE C SIMMONS
48-tf !
ucation through their highly paid ’
rv.rv.• - » - - - ’•.•■AA.e.xirf]
Hospital.
Clementine C. Simmons, 69. wife advertising. Their purpose in ad
was in Goshen Cemetery.
ness with him.
The so-called
Mrs. Reever, who died Friday Bean Barrel Club evolved around of Harry J. B. Simmons, Saugus, vertising is not (primarily to in
Among the letters and numerals ' night, was born at Waldoboro, and his wood burning heater beside Mass., died at a hospital in Ev
crease sales but to get their pro
NESIBITT’S
DR. SWETTS
awarded this week at Harvard Uni- J was a lifelong resident. She was
ORANGE
ROOT BEER
which stood a huge barrel of dried erett, Mass., Thursday after a short duct accepted.
They have six
verslty were sport numerals in I born Aug. 22, 1864, the daughter of
illness.
beans.
points: First, that the trouble isj
skiing to Charles E. Beveridge of Meaubec and Lucy Ann Waltz
She was bom in South Warren, with the one who drinks, not with j
Funeral services will be held
YOVR NEW
Camden and a sport “H” ln varsity Standish. She was a member of
from the Russell Funeral Home at daughter of Mr, and Mrs. David the liquor; second, they are an in
wrestling to Kenneth B Culbert of the South Warren Grange.
O.
Averill.
2 p. m„ Wednesday, Rev. John S.
dustry, moderation is not harmful; !
East Boothbay.
Surviving are her husband, one
Surviving are two daughters, Mrs Lowe, DD, officiating. Honorary
third, they pay a big revenue;
daughter,
Mrs.
Doris
Walters
of
Bessie Monahan of Scarsdale, N. Y. pall bearers, chosen from the ranks
fourth, they are sorry for the al- j
Will Continue to Service
The Parish supper at St. Peter’s
Everett, Mass., one son Harry J. B.
All Old Customers and
Thursday will be at 6 o’clock instead and Miss Myrtle Reever of Waldo of Spanish-American War Veter Simmons Jr. , of Pittsburg, Pa.; coholic (but they refuse to help); 1
Welcome New Ones
fifth, their purpose of legislation is
of the usual 6.30. Miss Margaret boro; a son, Glenwood Reever of ans will be William A Graves, Wil
Wakefield, N. H.; two grandchil liam Seavey, Harry Smith and two sisters, Mrs. Fred Davis of to pass laws to help increase sales;
For Prompt Delivery Service
Buttomer will be the speaker.
CALL ROCKLAND, TEL. 1024
dren and five great-grandchildren. George T. Stewart. Active pall Thomaston and Mrs. Edward Oxton sixth, bootlegging, they claim there
of Warren; one brother, Percy
51’lt
Pfc. Eddie Hustus who has been
is more illegel liquor made and
bearers will all be members of the
Averill of Thomaston and several
stationed at Fort Dix N. J. has been ERNEST L. MOODY
Bean Barrell Club of which the de
Ernest L. Moody, 72, died at his
grandchildren.
ordered to the Army Intelligence
ceased was ex-officio the perma
Funeral services were held Sat
School at Fort Riley Kansas where home in Union Monday. He was nent president.
They will be
he will study photographic interpre bom at Union, March 19, 1881, the George Brackett, Francis Orne, urday in Saugus and at the Davis,
Funeral home here Sunday with j
tation. He has been able to work in son of William and Nettie Andrews Pearl Studley and Lody Cross
S. LEE WOTTON
Rev. Charles R. Monteith of, the
the band at Dix, but will have small Moody. He worked for the Thurs
ton
Brothers
’
Casket
Factory
at
As Our Nesbitt Distributor
Congregational Church in Rock
WILLIAM F. BEVERIDGE
time for such pleasure at Fort Riley.
William F. Beveridge, 81, died at land officiating. Burial was in the
He will be home this weekend for South Union, several years, fol
lowing which he was clerk at the Camden Friday. He was born in Village cemetery.
a few days.
Frank W Gorden and Son General North Haven Oct. 12, 1872, son of
Here’s a chance to earn good
Store. He retired In 1942, because Hanson and Mary Barrett Beve
CARD OF THANKS
money in your spare time without j
We wish to thank sincerely, all of ill health.
ridge.
our neighbors and friends, for
doing any selling. All you do is ■
Besides the widow, Lena Kal
NESBITT BOTTLING CO.
Beveridge had been a resident of
their thoughtful acts of kindness
loch Moody, he leaves one son, Camden for over 50 years. He is form a “Merchandise Club.” It’s j
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
during our recent bereavement.
51-lt
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin A. Briggs and Linwood; and a brother, J. Clar survived by his wife, Rosetta M. easy. Inquire of Ruth Hoch at the
BeU
Shops.
42*55
I
family, Appleton.
51-lt ence Moody, both of Union.
Beveridge of Camden; four sons,
Funeral services will be held at
Elmer Beveridge of Searsmont,
CARD OF THANKS
2.30
p. m. Wednesday from the
I wish to take this opportunity
Theodore H. Beveridge of Houston,
to thank the members of the People’s Methodist Church Union, Tex., Norwood R. Beveridge of
American Legion Auxiliary of Rev. John Baxter officiating. In
North Haven and the many terment will be at Blake Cemetery, Rockport, and Lyford H. Beveridge
thoughtful friends who so kindly
of Lincolnville; three daughters,
remembered me with cards and North Warren.
Mrs. Elsie M. Norton of Cromwell,
remembrances during my stay in
Conn., Mrs. Gladys B. Dresser of
the hospital while I was on the
East Greenwald, R. I., and Mrs.
West Coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Bachel51-lt Mrs. Elizabeth N. Gillis.
Marjorie Rose of North Newington,
der and children, Linda and Da
Conn.; a brother, Hebert A. Bev
IN MEMORIAM
vid of Lexington, Mass., have been
eridge of Camden; a sister, Mrs.
1948—Hanson T. Brown—1958
at their summer home here the
Edith Hill of Worcester, Mass.; XI
Days of sadness still come o’er me
past week.
Secret tears do often flow
grandchildren
and one great
Mrs. Nellie Poland and son Clyde
Memory keeps you ever near me
Though you passed away five are visiting her brother, Joseph grandchild.
Mr. Beveridge followed his trade
years ago.
Gifford, at Round Pond.
I cannot call the old days back
as stone mason in Camden up un
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
D.
Murphy
Your hands I canndt touch
til a few years ago.
of Kittery were at their home here
But I never lose the memory
Funeral services were held at 2
Of the dad I loved so much.
last weekend.
Lovingly remembered by Mrs.
On Saturday evening, April 18, a p. m., Monday at the Gilbert C.
Charles Stockbridge.
51*lt
birthday party for Frank C. El Laite Funeral Home. Interment
well was held at his home; 25 were was at Mt. View Cemetery. The
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Alvah M. Chad present and all reported a good Rev. Melvin Dorr officiated.
wick, who passed away April 29, social time.
the weekend here with her son
1952.
Mrs. Fred Smith and daughter, and family, the James Smiths.
From this earth you have departed
Janice of Rockland are spending
Oh, what sorrow, oh, what pain
George Poland has returned to
What a joyous glad tomorrow
his home here after spending sev
When we meet in Heaven again.
eral weeks with his sister in Rock
Lovingly remembered by his
land.
wife, children and grandchildren.
YOUNG Stock wanted to pas
5int
Mrs. Cecil Prior has spent this
ture; 75 acres of field, plenty of
water.
MAURICE
LEONARD. week with her mother, Mrs. John
IN MEMORIAM
51-53 Anderson, at Port Clyde.
In loving memory of Ronald M. Tel, 1592-M1.
Lindsey, who passed away April
Cecil Prior, his son John, Mrs.
EXPECTANT Mothers: Form a
29, 1947.
Merchandise Club and earn the Ruth Mains and Lettie Prior were
Mummy, Daddy and Sister,
money for your baby’s layette. In
Warren.
51-lt quire at CHILDREN’S SPECIALI supper guests of the A. J. BachTY SHOP. 403 Main St., Rockland. elders last Wednesday This was
Tel.l471-M.
51tf John’s eleventh birthday.
COMiBINATION Oil and Gas
Range for sale. Good condition.
Call after 4 p. m. TEL. 1354-M.
___________________________ 51*53
The State News Company wants
^FOR DRYING aOTHES^
FAITH Wrist Watch lost Satur to locate a photograph of Lory
day on Main street.
Reward. Farnsworth. Who has one? To
MRS. HOLLIS KNOWLTON. 36
REFRIGERATORS,
Rawson Ave., Camden. Ten. 2027. date, none has been found.
47-51
TANKS, TRACTORS AND
51-53

Sale on Spring Suits at Alfreda
Perry’s, 7 Limerock St.
51-62

BURPEE

Municipal Court

Page Three

KNOX* LINCOLN’WALDC
LOOM S WHARF
ROCk.&N

51

JAMES S. COUSENS
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Business Opportunities
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
17# MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538
35-tf

Three generous sizes!
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called. I. e.. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.
r

...... -

----------

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1934
CHEVROLET
Business
Coupe for sale, 5 new tires, A-l
cond
CALL 273-M._______ 50*52
KITCHEN End Heater for sale,
complete with oil burners and elec
tric pump. Price 175. TEL. 755.
50-52

EXTRA good early cut baled
Hay for sale, a new milch Cow,
; also heifers, and a few voung bulls
Tel 806-J. PETER W EDWARDS
51-53

1940 CHEV Pickup fo- sale. Good
condition. TEL. 134-R, 19 Hall St.,
City.
50*52

MAPLE Bedroom Set and innerj spring mattress for sale. TEL.
598-J.
_________________ 51*53
UPRIGHT
Hoover
Vacuum
j
Cleaner with all attachments for
sale.
Excellent condition, $35.
TFL. Camden 2432._________ 51*lt

ALENA L. STARRETT

Correspondent
Telephone 49

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Warren of
Portland passed the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett.
Representative and Mrs. Leroy M.
McCluskey were called Saturday to
I New Haven, Ct., by the ill turn of
' his brother, Ralph MoCluskey, who
has been seriously sick the past
year.
With the change of time to day
light time for the summer the
morning mail West will close at
7.05 a. m„ instead of at 730 p. m.
The other mails, both out going
and incoming, remain practically
the same as by the standard time
schedule.
Warren Lodge. IOOF. will observe
guest officers' night Friday. War
ren Lodge will work the Second De
gree that night on candidates for
Mariner's Lodge of Round Pond.
The meeting will be preceded by a
630 supper, of which Harold Wea
ver is chairman, and the members

are Earle Moore. Sr.. Edwin Gammen and Charles Overlock.
Mrs. Chester Wyllie resumed her
duties on the teaching staff of
Warren High School Monday aft
er an absence of several weeks,
while convalescing from surgery at
the Maine General Hospital. Port
land.
Mrs. Jefferson Kimball of this
town, who has been a surgical pa
tient at the Maine New England
Baptist Hospital in Boston, is con
valescing at the home of her sonin-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Lord, Belmont, Mass., before
returning to this town.
Committees named for the stated
meeting of Ivy Chapter, OES., Fri
day night are: Refreshments Mrs.
Esther Starrett, Mrs. Marion Mc
Cluskey, and Mrs. Janet Wiley;
and entertainment, Mrs. Teresa
Munroe.
The meeting of the Warren Ex
tension Association planned for
Tuesday night, has been postponed
to May 26.
Fred Linekin, who has been oc
cupying the second floor apartment

LARGE Lot, foundation for sale,
sewer, water, cost over $2200 Will,
REAL ESTATE
FOLEY Electric Lawn Mower
sacrifice.
Inquire 158 TALBOT
Sharpener. Price reasonable. Can LOST AND FOUND
AVE.
_______
_____ 50tf
CAPE Cod House. 4 rooms and
be seen at residence at Head of
bath for sale, located in center of
MRS
ENCYCLOPEDIA Brittanies, 13th Bay in Owl's Head.
GRAY and Black Shag Cat lost, 2 a land. Excellent view, within
edition. 31 volumes, and case for JAMES PETTEE.___________ 51*53 tan markings over left eye. tip of walking distance of town. Priced
sale. MRS. J. HOMER NELSON,
BALED Hay for saje. DAVID tail tan. Reward. TEL. 1587.
reasonably. TEL. Thomaston 391.
Tel. Warren 114.
50-52 WHITE. Warren. Tel.’115-3.
51*53
51*53
GRAVEL. Sand and Crushed
51*53
FOR SALE
YOUNG female Hound lost,
Stone.
Garden Tractor,
with
A tree-lined driveway and land
1931 BlUICK 2-door 5-pare black back, tan head white chest
Briggs—Stratton Motor for sale, j Coupe for sale. $75 and also misc. and legs, name on collar. Reward scaped
front with
attractive
LESTER SEAVEY. Tel. 223-W.
furniture. TEL Thomaston 43
Call Waldoboro 125-14.
M. T. buildings, well back from street,
50*52
___________________________ 51-53 HALL. Friendship
51-53 4 acres of garden land and field.
___________ ___ ____________ I
A bright kitchen, a p’easant din
■ FISHERMEN If you have a good
REG. Holstein Bull. 2 years old
ing room, a double living-room
boat to sell, list it with us. Our for sale, best of breeding, also
TO
LET
with fireDlace. a dignified front
office at Portland specializes in I Holstein Steer, one and one-half
hall and all hardwood floors. Sec
Maine commercial craft — seiners. | years. ALBERT C HALL. Thom
REAR Office of two rooms to 1ft
lobster boats, draggers. sardine car aston.
51-53 all modern, in the Carini Block ond floor has 4 sleeping rooms,
bath, and back kitchen so arranged
riers. Drop us a card or phone us
METER Plan, get your Refriger over CLARK'S FLOWER SHOP that apartment could be let. At
details today. EDWIN B. ATH- ator now for only a few cents a Tel. 1493-J.
51-53 tached barn is remodeled for poul
EARN.
Marinp Broker.
184 L> day on the meter Dlan. BIT! ER
FOUR-Rm. Heated, Apt. to let,1 try with capacity for 1400 layers;
Middle St., Portland 3, Maine. Tel. I CAR & HOME SUPPLY. Tel. 677,
detached brooder house Buildings
5-0439.
50tf Rockland.
51-53 hot water: also 2 furn. Rooms with in excellent repair; full basement,
flush.
TEL.
1379rR,
34
Fulton
St.
TWO Black Iron Stoves for sale,
heating plant, town water,
LARGE Electric Refrigerator for
50tf new
$9500.
one kitchen, one parlor, can be used sale, in very good cond. also
From the pleasant living room
as open grate, coal or wood. In chrome Breakfast Set.
TEL
FURNISHED House 8 rooms with
quire at OSCAR DUNCAN S MAR 273-M or 708.
51*53 | bath, 73 Beech St. to let. on the second floor you may watch
the
boats in the harbor This at
KET, 156 Main St. _______ 50*52
SIDE-Hill Plow, excellent oond. circulating hot water heat oil tractive two-familv house has a
Adults
onlv.
ED
NEW Stroller for sale
TEL for sale. $20. Tel. W. Appleton burner.
four-room living unit on each floor
Thomaston 116-4______ 49 51 12-12. ROEERT J. MADDOCKS. WARD C. MORAN, JR., 425 Main and the owner may take his choice.
St., or phone Rockland 98. 50*52
Liberty,
R.
D.
1.
51*53
1950 CHEVROLET 2-door SeBoth units newly re-decorated;
BOY’S 26-inch Goodyear Bi ” NORMAL Rent to responsible large lot. $7500.
dan for sale, condition like new.
adults,
modern
priv.
Bath
A
pt,
t
o
mileage 14,000. Price $1325. Ori cycle for sale; like new. CALL
For gracious country living this
let, fine loc., in Rockland. TEL. home has four rooms on first floor
ginal owner. EDWARD GRIN Rockland 503-W after 530 p. m.
49-53 with pretty country views, and
NELL. Appleton. Tel. Washing ___________________________ 51*53 Camden 2853.
FOR RENT .Two modern, newly- three bedrooms on second floor;
ton 12-3.____________
49-5!
GOATS for sale. Inquire at 420
unfurnished
Apart central heat and bath; small barn,
FRANCIS decorated.
BENDIX
Automatic Washing Old County Road.
ments
with garage space and garage. 30 acres with wooefiot and
51*53
Machine for sale; also large Book TTOD.
within walking distance of busi field. Might exchange for good
case. 2 new’ Sets of Dishes, new
ness. One room with Pullman house in town.
Silver Service for 6. Long Stand,
WANTED
kitohen and private bath, heated.
A five-room House in country
new Electric Heater, and other ar
One of three rooms and private village with driven well, furnace,
ticles. ELSIE J. WALLACE, Tel.
MALE ATTENDANTS: Perma
Warren 55.
‘49-51 nent positions available for male bath and oil burning forced hot small barn or garage. Located
water heater. Adults only. Refer near shore. Terms of $500 down
CRIB and inner-spring mattress attendants preferably between ages ences required. CALL 8-R, 45 Tal and $25 per month might be arrfor sale. Uke new. TEL. Warren 30 and 55. Full maintenance, an bot Ave.
4951 ranged.
131.
49*51 nual vacation two weeks, sick leave,
A good building site, near shore,
FURNISHED Room to let. Cen
1946 NASH 4-door for sale, re- legal holidajs or time off in lieu. tral location. TEL. 1154 or 970-M in Owl's Head. Lot 65’x75’. Priced
at
$175. Terms are $25 down, bal
cent motor job, very clean in every Apply In Person or in writing with ___________________
49tf
ance monthly.
way.
R. F PIERCE, opposite references to AUGUSTA STATE
ONE small furnished Apartment
See F. H. WOOD, Court House.
HOSPITAL, Francis M. Sleeper,
Beach Inn, Lincolnville Beach.
49*51 M. D., Superintendent.
48-T-81 to let; also one partly furnished,
I centrally located, reasonable. TEL.
NEW 1953 Philco TV Booster for
BOARDER wanted in orivate j 823.
49*51
Management
Sales
sale. $35; also 1 Child's Rtde-In home in Thomaston. Write TJ., *.
FOUR-Room
furn.
upstairs
Apt.
Fire Engine, perfect condition, $10 The Courier-Gazette.
50*52
with
flush
to
let
from
May
to
Oc

CALL Thom. 201-2 after six.
COOK wanted, for six weeks re tober at Spruce Head. TEL. 439-M1
REAL ESTATE BROKER
49-51
lief period. A maid for tray service ______________
49-51
TELEPHONE 1574
'
TRAP STOCK!
in Dietary Department, permanent
LARGE Furnished Room to let. I 509 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
We have on hand a comolete position. Apply In Person, KNOX
Rentals
Appraisals
line of newly cut lobster trap stock COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL. with small kitchenette, 24 School
30-tf
St. TEL. 1448-J.
50*51 ____________________
for sale.
INDEPENDENT LOB ______________________
50-55
STER COMPANY, Rockland. Tel.
FOUR-Rm. Apt. to let. flush, lav.
LAWNS mowed, raked and main and shower, elec, and oil kitchen
VINALHAVEN: 6-room House
303._________________________ 47tf tained,
light trucking and odd stove, oil stove In living-room. 43 and barn on acre of land, for
jobs wanted. C. H. WINCHEN Pacific St. Adults only Refer sale, hot water, bath, electric
BAUGH. Tel. 1197-J or 179-R.
FOR SALE
stove outlet, price $3000. Write
ences required. TEL. 1660-W
4 New 8:25-20 10 Ply Truck Tires
50*52 ___________________________ 45 tf JAMES W. BARTON, 6364 West
1 7:00-20 8 Ply Truck Tire
Fork Road, Cincinnati 11, Ohio.
TWO-Room Furnished Apart _____
1 Home-made Tractor, 4 Sp. Trans.
50*52
ment
with
flush.
PHONE
439-W5
2—12 Ft. New Rowboats.
FOR SALE
___________________________ 51-53
HOWARD PROCTOR
Orange Street—6 rooms and bath
Tel. 846
Lake Avenue
HEATED and furnished single
51*11 j
and double rooms to let; 148 Broad down, 4 rooms and flush up. Up
way. TEL. 798-R or 8891.
28tf stairs rented at $10 per week.
WANTED
House is in good repair, new forced
FORD two-door (19371 for sale.
FURNISHED
and
Unfurn
Apts
warm air heating system, copper
AN EFFICIENT EXPERIENCED
Better than average. TEL. 803
co let. Central and No. End loca tubing throughout, % acre of land.
49*51
BOOKKEEPER
tions Inquire 11 JAMES ST 119tf The following are all new and are
CUSTOM built DeSoto 119481
Must have own transportation.
SANDING Machine and Polisher thrown in with the deal, deluxe
Sedan for sale. Fine running con
Plant 7 miles from Rockland.
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer electric range. Laundromat, beau
dition. good tires, sale price $950
Write for appointment, include
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT tiful 9-pce. chrome breakfast set,
TEL Camden 8017 after 5pm
experience record and salary de
CO.. 440 Main St
ltf 80 gal. stone lined electric hot water
49*51
sired.
heater. This is in an attractive
ONE
and
2-room
Furnished
Apts
WRITE L. L. W.
HEN Wire for sale. 4 feet high.
to let on Willow St TEL. 939 or neighborhood. Reasonably priced.
% COVRIFR-G4ZETTF
Slightly used.
KARL NURMI
Old County Rd.: 5-room House, 7
1219.
_
lOltf
48-tf
Warren. Bt. 131. % mile from War
acres land $2850.
HEATED
and
unheated
furnished
ren Village towards Thomaston
Myrtle Street: Here is a good in
Apts, to let V F. STUDLEY, 77
49*51
IF you want the best auto body Park St Tel» 8060 or 1234
ltf vestment property, formerly a twoPIGS, ready to go for sale. 5 to and fender work, come to ROWL
family house, can easily be re-con
6 weeks. $12 each HARVEY GUR ING'S GARAGE, 778 Main Street,
verted to bring an income. The
47tf
WANTED
NEY. Union, Maine.
49*51 Rockland.
property Is in good condition and
priced at only $5500.
COPPER Hot Water Tank with
MIDDLE-Aged Woman wanted
A RELIABLE Man wanted to
Park Street: A two-family House
connections. 350 lb tested, for sale for general housework. Wellesley
$45
A. DUBY. opposite Ocean Hills winters, Boothbay Harbor call on 2500 established customers with separate workshop, both
Ave., Ingraham's Hill.
49*51 summers, wages $49 a week. TEL. of the Fuller Brush Co., in the apartments are rented at a good
Warren. Waldoboro area, $80 per
FIVE-Piece chrome Breakfast Camden 2387 for more particulars. week guaranteed. Car necessary, rental. Tenants doing own re
decorating. Has commercial pos
46-51
Set for sale; also Maytag Washing
references required. Write EBEN sibilities.
Machine: Maytag Dutch Oven
RANDLETT. Camden, Maine.
Old County Road: Two-family
Gas Range. Atlantic end-heater.
___________________________ 51*53 House, 4 rooms and flush up, same
Everything in good condition. For
MALE
Stenographer
desires down, shed and barn attached,
further details Tel. 1589-R after
C. E. FENDERSON
work. Can give references. TEL separate garage, both apts rented.
April 26, MR*s. JOYCE AY HR.
Warren 9-3.________________ 51*53 Price $3500, only $850 down.
SANITARY SERVICE
51-53
Tel. 1314 Rockland or
Warren: Two-family House 5
COUPLE desires to buy a farm
THE place to buy that Evinrude
62051 Old Orchard Beach
in Knox County, on a good road. rooms down, 4 rooms up, attached
Motor, boat and trailer Immedi Go anywhere
25 miles from here. Give description of property and shed, separate entrances, $3995.
ate delivery. W. D. HEALD. au
50*52 location in first letter. Write R.G.,
Summer Street: In top residen
thorized Evinrude Dealer, Cam _________________________
The Courier-Gazette.
51*53 tial district 175'xl25’ Lot. cleared
GET your spring plowing done
den. Maine.
46-51
POSITION as hairdresser wanted and cellar dug. Can’t be beat.
JOHN Deere Manure Spreader now. Call GEORGE RUSSELI,
I have several businesses for sale
Tel in Rockland or Maine resort for
for sale. Good as new. EUGENE JR. West Meadow Rd.
summer. Write details to NEIL B ranging from $10,000 to $25,000
FEYLER. Waldoboro. Maine, R.FD. 1115-R.______________________ »
which will be discussed only with
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work LITTLE. 308 West 6th St.. Ot persons who can show financial
2.74.
46*68
tumwa, Iowa.
51-53
done
at
the
Mend-It
Shop.
102
LOAM for lawns, flower gardens
ability to buy.
St... Grove st. entrance Te’
ONE Wheel Trailer and Chas
landscaping, etc for sale. Delivered Union
Rockport:
Beautiful
Colonial
1680. EVA AMES.
50*55 sis in good repair wanted. CALL
anywhere. NEIL RUSSELL. Tel
Home, spacious grounds well 'and51*53 scaped. This house can be used
IRON, 8teel, Metal, Rags and 441-J after 5 p. m.
408 ________________________ 45tf
wanted. MORRIS GOR
OPPORTUNITY For Man or as four apartments, tourist home,
MARTIN 60-motor for sale, ex Batteries
DON * SON, 6 Leland St., Tel Woman With Car in independent or a beautiful spot for retirement.
cellent condition. TEL. 1688-W
business Service 800-family route Interior is decorated in excellent
____________________________ 44tl 123-W.__________________ 98tf
DONT discard your old or in Knox County with stocks fur taste. Nearly all copper tubing,
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale. antique
furniture. Call. H. JOHN nished on credit. No experience new boiler with instantaneous side
Howard 17. Catskill. Sparkle. Mon NEWMAN for restoring and re- needed Will help and train. Write arm water heater. AU ready to
mouth. Maine 56 and Orland. flniahlng; 46 Masonic St. Te! WATKINS CO. Box 367R. Dept move ln. $15900
$2.25-100 postpaid. $2 100 here, 1106-M
42*T*51
ltf OM, Newark, N J.
CHARLES E BICKNELL, II,
$17 1000.
C.OD. orders filled.
Real Estate
Sprayed and State inspected
LE
Tel. 1574
503 Main St.
ROY' LUCE, Washington, Maine.
Rockland. Maine
Tel. 9-14.________________ 42*65
51-lt
AFRICAN
violets, geraniums,
Private family desires cook, second maid now
petunias and double begonias for
■ale
Dean's Nuraery. 32S Old
employed, middle aged person preferred. Employ
County Road, TEL. 348-J.
ment by year which provides vacation during our
36-tf
^bBsrian Blinds—Window Shade*
absence in the winter,

CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II

— ATTENTION —
Men and Women of
the Rockland Area

Cesspools, Septic Tanks
and Cellars Pumped Out

COOK WANTED

All Colors and Styles

Free installation and estimates
Tel 938. UNITED HOME SUPPLY
co, m Main at, city. atf

TEL. DAMARISCOTTA 161

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
NORTH HAVEN

Deluxe Model

MRS. BARBARA ADAMS
Correspondent

Automobiles

A,R ATTACKS TOWtD^EP'TOSAFEPG

/ HI

SERVED AS MILITARY
SECURITY OFFICER FOR THE
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
AND SORE THE RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE SECURITY OF THE
TOP SECRET ATOM BOMB TESTS.

AS DIRECTOR Of
THE NAVAL RESERVE
PROGRAM HE EXPANDED
THE RESERVE INTO
A HUGE,EFFICIENT.
AND MODERN

ORGANIZATION.
H.J. GOODIE

in the Ernest Benner place here,
has moved to his newly built home
in Thomaston.
The Baptist mid-week service will
be held Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Tolman
have returned home from Boston
where Mrs. Tolman has been a sur
gical patient at the New England
Baptist Hospital.
Members of the Warren Exten
sion Association who plan to make
plastic bags are requested to con
tact Mrs. Marion Wyllie immedi
ately, that the material may be or
dered.
Warren Lodge, IOOF. presented
the memorial service for deceased
members of Lodges in District 15
at the annual district meeting held
tonight at Mariner Lodge, Round
Pond. Edwin Gammon of Warren
made response to the welcome.

Clue Hunt
The Riverside Class wiU enter
tain the members of the Fireside
Class at a 6.30 supper Wednesday
night at the Congregational Chapel
to be followed by a clue hunt.
Committee on arrangements and
t^e supper includes. Mr. and Mrs.
Doson Jameson. Mr. and Mrs John
VanBlarcom, and Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Dillaway. Those who attend
are reminded to bring flashlights
51-52
for the clue
hunt.
White Oak Grange

White Oak Grange will start the
goldern key project for lecturer’s
programs, for the year, Friday

EGGS & CHICKS
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks
for sale; bred for high egg produc
tion and resistance to leukosis. We
also have the Silver-Cross ROKES
POULTRY FARM, Cobb Road,
Camden, Me. Tel. 2261.
13tf

MISCELLANEOUS
AHOY FISHERMEN!

Don't get caught with your an
tenna down! Ray Kangas stands
ready to serve your Electronic re
quirements another .season. Get
your Radio-phone checked over
early to avoid the last minute
rush. I am backed by ten years of
sea-going Electronic experience
where efficient radio service is a
must. FCG. Licensed Technician.
RAY KANGAS. 270 Park Street,
Rockland. Maine Tel. 159-W.
___________________________ 51-53
SPARE-TIME OPPORTUNITIES
Men and Women

'Earn up to $100 per week
CHLOROPHYLL GUM. a big
package seller in all drug stores at
15c, now available and sold
through our coin operated dispen
ser at 5c. Chlorophyll is nation
ally advertised in newspapers,
magazines, radio, television, etc.
Terrific demand created high re
peats. Need conscientious dealer
in this area to service stops, re
filling and collecting money. No
selling, requires 5 hours weekly
spare time, good references, car
and $640 operating capital to se
cure inventory
and territory.
Earnings up to $100 weekly on
spare time basis and if work proves
satisfactory we will assist in finan
cing to full time route with $10,000
income a year potential Include
phone number in application.
Write K VC., % The Courier-Ga
zette, Rockland, Maine.
51*53
After this date~(April~237~1953)
I will not be responsible ftr .any
debts unless contracted by myself.
Norman E. Jones,
Washington, Me.
50*52
MRS E B. SLEEPER will be
at home, 239 Cedar St and is pre
pared to make dresses, suits, coats,
and all kinds of furwork. Altera
tions on same. Reasonable prices
TEL 36.
40-52
FOR EXPECTANT
MOTHERS ONLY
If you guess exact day of arrival,
you will receive free a baby auto
seat. Register now at MEREDITH
FURNITURE GO, Rockland.
__________________________________ 9tt
SINGER Sewing Mfg Co. Sales
Service and Repair. Write or Call
258 Water St., Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
Rockland Rep., John C. Benson,
376
Broadway,
Rockland,
TEL
836-W.________________________ 144-tf

SECOND-Hand Furniture bought

51-56

Public Prefers

his important positions wve

and sold.
SKWALL.

evening. The first program will
be entitled, 'What is the Key to
a successful grange? to be opened
by Merrill Payson. The postponed
spring hat revue will also be given
that evening. Project to raise
money for the prizes in the essay
contest, will also begin Friday
night, each member to bring a
paper bag wrapped mystery parcel
to be sold.
Eligible to compete in the essay
contest entitled, "Safe Drivers for
Tomorrow's Highways,” are mem
bers of the subordinate grange
from'fourteen to eighteen years of
age, and the essays are limited to
hundred words. All must be in the
hands of Mrs. Ruth Wiley, White
Oak Grange lecturer, by May 22.
Winner's essay in the subordinate
contest will be sent to the State
Grange to compete with others
in the state.

The Pine Cone Gift Shop, War
ren, has a full line of Mother's
Day, and graduation cards and
gifts.
51-lt

Telephone 75-13

The American motorist still pre
fers the deluxe model in motor
care, according to H. E. Crawford,
general sales manager of the Pon
tiac Motor Division.
“In 1950 when we introduced the
Catalina, a luxurious hardtop
coupe, we expected it to account
for no more than 5% of our sales,"
Mr. Crawford said. “We were sur
prised. It actualy amounted to 8%
that year, 12.8% in 1951 and 19.1%
ln 1952.”
The Catalina, which is offered in
a custom and deluxe model by
Pontiac, features such things as
luxury fittings, distinctive trim,
special colors and color-keyed in
teriors The custom model, which
is by far the most popular, is avail
able with hand-buffed upholstery
in matching colors.
“This year, in our 1953 models,
the sale of Catalinas picked up
right where we left off in 1952,”
Mr. Crawford revealed. “We pro
duced 192% in January and 19.9%
in February to meet customer de
mand. Our projected schedules,
reflecting orders placed through
our dealers, call for further in
creases in the production of this
model.
“It is interesting to note, too,
that the Catalina is almost equally
popular in every section of the
country—North, South, East, or
West.”
In further support of his point,
Mr. Crawford said that while all
1953 Pontiac models were in de
mand, the public desire for the ex
tras in appearance and comfort is
shown by the fact that in Decem
ber, the Introductory month for the
new car, Pontiac built 12 deluxe
models for every special model.
By February the ratio was al
most 15-1, and our projected sche
dules for the next few months,
which again are based on custo
mer orders to our dealers, will hold
to the higher figure.
“It seems obvious that—in buy
ing a motor car. at least—the Ame
rican public is willing to pay for
the best available.”

UNION
MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Miss Elaine Gillis, who is training
for a nurse at the Children's Hos
pital in Boston was recently a guest
of her mother, Mrs. Mellie Gillis
over the weekend.
Miss Eleanor Stone, a student
at Gorham Normal School spent the
spring vacation here with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Stone.
Friends are very pleased to learn
that Mrs. Dorothy Quinn who un
derwent a major operation at Knox
Hospital last Wednesday is recup
erating very satisfactorily. She ex
pects to leave the hospital the mid
dle of the week.
Several cases of German Measles
have been reported in town. At
last reports Helen Shields. Charleen
Ames. Stewart Smith, Brian Burgess
and Harvey Demmons were the first
victims.
Contrary to reports, Belinda Ad
ams did not have measles but in
stead a blood poisoning of the glands
cause by a cut on her hand.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Williams are
enjoying a few days vacation on
the mainland.
Mrs. Eunice Curtis and son, Mark,
returned Saturday from a weeks
visit with Mrs. Curtis' mother ln
Boston.
Colon Winslow, Lloyd Crockett,
Preston Lincoln. Bill Cooper Will
iam Marshall, Kenneth Gillis, Bob
Andrews, Forest Adams and Owen
Grant attended a Mason meeting
ln Vinaihaven last Tuesday night.
The third degree was worked on one
candidate. Refreshments were ser
ved and a very good time was re
ported by all.
Honored

At

Stork Shower

Mrs. Leona Clapper and Mrs.
Harriet Pendleton were hostesses
to a group of friends. Monday even
ing, April 20, at a stork shower
honoring Mrs. Freda Smith. Mrs.
i Smith received many lovely gifts.
! The usual refreshments were served.
Guests were Mrs. Corice Hurd,
Mrs. Corinne Demmons, Mrs Ruth
Thayer, Mrs. Bertha Joyce, Mrs.
Dorothy Howard. Mrs Jean Dickey,
Mrs. Thelma Start, Mrs. Margaret
Stone, Mrs. Edith Mills. Mrs. Rose
Marie Smith and Mrs. Priscilla
Brown.
Invited but unable to attend were
Mrs. George Beverage. Miss Agnes
“Beverage, Mrs. Marian Hopkins,
Mrs. Hope Crockett, Mrs. Dorothy
Quinn. Mrs. Frances Smith and Mrs.
Nettie Crockett.
Answer to Previous Puzzle

The South Union post office
will be discontinued Thursday,
April 30, at 5 p. m. Incoming mail
addressed to South Union, will
■ come to Warren post office, to be
sent to South Union post office
patrons by rural carrier. This
carrier will continue to serve the
patrons there, except those who
have made other arrangements.
Anyone wishing to donate to the
i Red Cross Drive, please contact
Mrs. Willard Howard, funds drive
chairman for Union.
Pionee Grange Circle will meet
Thursday. April 30 at their hall
for a day meeting.
Mr and Mrs. Wilbur Esancy of
Clinton, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Davis of Cambridge, Mass ,
were weekend visitors in town.
Mr and Mrs. Winfred Kennoyer
and family of East Machias were
visitors in town this week. Friends
in Union are interested to learn
Mr,
Keiuioycr’s
mother, Mrs.
Annie Kennoyer of Weeks’ Mills
was selected as the Mother of the
Year from the State.
Ernest Cunningham, worshipful
master of Union Masonic Lodge
will attend sessions of Grand
Lodge of Masons in Portland dur
ing this week.
Sgt. Leroy Grotton of the air
force, who has geen stationed at
Aleutian Islands for the past year,
is on a leave visiting Mrs. Grotton
and children. He reports May 4
for duty in Texas.
Pleasantly Surprised

Mr and Mrs Dwight Collins. Jr.
were given a surprise house-warm
ing Friday night by 20 friends and
relatives. Gifts were presented
and included a floor lamp and
braided rug.
Refreshments of
sandwiches, cake and ice cream
were served.

WALDOBORO
MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

Mrs Loring Crowell is visiting
in Portsmouth, N. H. this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hauck of
Quincy. Mass., are guests of his
parents Mr. and Mrs Armin
Hauck, Friendship street
John Cooney is in Washington.

D. C. on business.
There will be a stated meeting
ol

Wiwuma

Tuesday
Brooks.

Chapter, OJ&S

evening

Sr .

has

Mrs.

charge

on

Joseph
of

the

TeL U74-W. O. W.
__________________JITtf entertainment and Helen Eugley,

Clare Ralph and Cynthia Win
chenbaugh the refreshments.
Peter Melgard of Thomaston has
been visiting his grandparents. Mr
and Mrs. Wilmot Dow.
Clifford Leigher of Augusta spent
the weekend with relatives in
town.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Flanders
of Lynn, Mass., is visiting relatives
in town.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-Large barrel
51-Passage
5-A small spar
54-Floating in air
10-Moved swiftly
58- Honorable East
India Company
14- Mature
15- Girl's name
(abbr.)
16- Kind of rubber
59- Sharpen, at a razor
17- Entrance to a mine 61- On the ocean
18- Outer coat of a teed 62- Oiminutive suffix
19- Aceessory teed
63- The pick of
covering
64- “The Apostle of
20- Confl lets
Rome"
65- Confusion
22-Drug used to con
tract pupil of eye 66- Cut
24-Alleviators
67- Horse's gaM
26-Set zee with the teeth
29- 0 Id timet (Poet)
VERTICAL
30- Reclinet
34- Unit
35- Part of the body
t-Sea creature
36- Pertaining to the
2- Opera by Verdi
mail
3- String on a stick
37- Brightest star in con 4- Kind of drum
stellation Scorpio
5- Locationa
40- Train of attendants 6- lronera
41- Connected
7- Residence (abbr.)
succession
6-Signify
42- Part of verb “To be” 9-Torment
43- To sift (Prov. Eng.) 10- Scarce at
44- Exchange
11- Combining for.
46-Female door
Equal
46-Lower animal
12- 1 reland
48-Oefendar
13- VaUs?________

5b 57

bl

VERTICAL (Coat)
21-The (Fr.)
23-Mistake
25- A shade tree
26- Brag
27- H'dden
28- Combinbig form.
Four
31- Upright sculptured
slab (Archeol.)
32- River in Spain and
Portugal
33- Froztn rain
35- Money(Rom. Anttq.)
36- American poet
38- Helps
39- Musical pipet
40- An antiseptic
42-Army Ordnance
Corps (abbr.)
46-Unconsumed tobacco
in a pipe
46- Large serpent
47- Wandering
49- Clamping device (pi J
50- Drunkard
51- Pronoun
52- Network
53- L.ttla inland islands
65-River In Bohemia
56-Roman emperor
67-Mannar of walking
pb-Large stream (abbr.)

f Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Oil Draining Is

THE AMERICAN

fPAY

Rage Ftv

NOW AT ROCKLAND DRIVE-IN

WEST ROCKPORT

Important In

Car Care
A. A. Diffey, Assistant New Eng
land Division Manager, Esso Stan
dard Oil Oompany announced to
day the company’s new recom
mendations for draining motor oil.
Previously, the company recom
mended an oil change every 1,000
mllep. The new Esso recommenda
tions are geared to different driv
ing conditions.
For cars driven less than 1,000
miles a month, which means on
short trips the company recom
mends an oil change every 1,000
miles. Where the car is driven
more than 1,000 miles a month, oil
drain periods can be safely extend
ed to every 2,000 miles, the com
pany says.
A 500 mile drain period is recom
mended “under the adverse condi
tions." These conditions are defined
as: short trips in cold weather or
when less than 500 miles a month;
operation over dirt roads or during
dusty periods; and when the en
gine is not operating properly
In cars equipped with a combined
torque converter and crankcase
system where the capacity is over
10 quarts, like some 1952 and 1953
Chrysler and DeSoto models, the
normal drain period may be dou
Needs Patching
bled, according to the company.
The new recommendations were
Johnsons brother, James Herrick, discussed at the Annual New Eng
who is a senior student at Bowdoin. land Division Sales & Cost Meet
VINALHAVEN
Mr. Herrick, his wife and little son ing being held at the Statler Hotel
MRS EDWIN MADDOX
Jay accompanied the Johnsons to in Boston this week.
Correspondent
The main reason for changing oil
Vinalhaven for the weekend.
Telephone 137
Extension Association Held Meeting is contamination. Robert F. Lybeck
of the New England Division Sales
In Union Church
Department told the group. The
■ Mrs. Ralph Candage, daughter
The regular monthly meeting of
Mary, and son Bobbie were guests the Knox County Extension Ass’n rate of contamination, he said, deUst week of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard was held Tuesday, Aipril 21st in ' pends largely on the conditions
Wmith in Rockland, while there the Union Church vestry with 26 under which a car is driven.
“Contrary to popular belief," Mr.
Candage purchased a new car.
j present. A clam fritter supper was
Lybeck said, "crankcase oil is con
Phyllis Borgren. a student at Gor served by the hostesses Francis
taminated most rapidly when cars
ham State Teachers College, has Oilchrest, Doris 8. Arey and Phyllis
are driven on short trips at moder
returned to resume her studies after Maddox.
ate speeds, in cool weather or on
passing the spring vacation with her
In presenting the "Know Your dusty roads. The most favorable
mother Mrs. Marion Martin.
Neighbor" program. Dorothy Head- conditions for oil are warm weath
Mrs. Mae Brown was a Rockland ley gave a resume of the life of two er, relatively long trips, even at
•hopper on Saturday.
girls in India, each from a different I high speed, and over paved high
Shirley Davis returned Saturday cast—Uma from a middle class ways."
•
from a week visit with relatives family and Abhikor from the lowest
The new recommendations, he
in Boston.
I class. Uma leads a very restricted said, are in recognition of these
Nearly 200 people gathered at the ' life, attending a girls College, not varying conditions and offer a
church vestry on Thursday evening leaving the college grounds without guide to “common-sense practice."
to enjoy the Chinese supper which two girls being with her, and never
Mr. Lybeck
emphasized that
put on by the ladies of the church, ' speaking to a boy alone. There are many people believe there is a con
with Mrs. Mae Stockhouse, as chair only 20.000 women university stu- flict between the recommendations
man.
] dents out of 188.000,000 women in of oil companies and car manu
Mrs. Freeman Roberts arrived India. When she finishes her edu facturers.
“Actually.” he said, “there is
home last week after spending the cation, a marriage will be arranged
greater agreement on this subject
past few weeks with her son and for her, by her parents.
daughter-in-law Mr. & Mrs. Gerald
Abhikor lives in one room with than is apparent on the surface.
“Since each car manufacturer
Roberts in Worester. Mass.
! five brothers, one sister and her
Mrs. Clarence Bennett, son Bob parents. There is no school in the wants to emphasize the economy
bie, daughter Ruth Ann. and James village and she is completely ig of his particular engine, his recom
mendation ends to emphasize the
Dickey were guests, last week of norant. At 13 she is married, all
longest drain period practical un
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown of marriages are arranged by the parder favorable driving conditions,
Rockland.
' ents. The difference in the lives of with recommendations for more se
The church night on Wednesday these two girls was very interest
vere operation in subordinate par
will be presented by the Sunshine ing and instructive.
agraphs." Without exception, he
Committee with Cora Peterson as Tlie subject “Short Cuts In Iron said, in their instruction books and
chairman. Circle supper will be held ing" was presented by the home literature, automobile manufactur
at 5.30 on Thursdty.
1 management leader, Marguerite ers do emphasize the need for more
Elizabeth Jane Rhinelander, little Adair, who demonstrated the use of frequent oil changes under less fa
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip a steam iron and gave many use vorable driving conditions.
Rhinelander, summer residents of ful tips on ironing.
On the other hand, he said, oil
4(ie town, is a patient at Knox Hos
companies in an effort to insure
pital in Rockland.
customer satisfaction with per
Rehearsals are being held twice
formance of their product have
a week for a musical Revue, under i Mrs. Velma Hastings returned tended ti stress the less favorable
from Camden Community Hospital
ot adverse conditions, which repre
the direction of Arthur Brown,
sent a very substantial portion of
which will be presented the last of Friday.
, Elaine. Marjorie, Randall, Ralph normal car operation.
May.
Frost of Lincolnville visited their
In their entirety, he said, there is
Friday afternoon, was guests day
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tar less conflict in recommenda
for the Vinalhaven Garden Club,
Robbins, Saturday and Sunday.
tions than a casual glance would
when a large group of members and
Faye, Grace, Harold and Grant indicate.
friends met in the Union Church
Watmough are spending the school
Basically, he said, oil needs to be
vestry.
John Dyer of North
vacation with their father in changed not because it breaks
Haven led an interesting and help
Lawrence, Mass.
down at high speed but because of
ful discussion on every day garden
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harris, their
problems, based on questions sub
April 23. 1953
daughter, Mrs. Barbara O'Kelley
mitted by those present. A social
and her son, Charles, returned Board of Selectmen,
Vinalhaven, Maine.
hour followed when refreshments
Tuesday from a few day's visit Dear Sirs:—
0/erc served.
with relatives in Rutland and City
I propose to construct a weir lo
Mrs. Alton Lewis of Poughkeepsie,
cated at Fish House Cove on the
Mills, Mass.
New York, Kenneth Black of Phil
Mrs. Mildred Bailey and child east side of Vinalhaven. the lead
adelphia, and Mrs. Virginia Black ren, Faith Ann. Peggy Lee. and to be approximately three hun
dred and fifty <350) feet long, and
of West Hartford, Connecticut, are Timothy, of Boothbay visited the heading Northwest to the land of
all guests of their mother, Mrs. J. Reynolds family and Mrs. Chloe Joseph Calderwood. I having ob
tained permission from the owner
6. Black and sister Mrs. Phyllis Mills Wednesday.
Signed: Clyde Bickford
Rose.
Mr. and Mrs Roy Taylor of State of Maine,
Mrs. Paul Brown and son Robert Hudson, Maa. are guest of Mr. County of Knox.
of East View, New York were at and Mrs. Ernest Harris.
April 23. 1953.
A hearing wrill be held at the Se
their summer home, "White Chim
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Oxton of lectmen’s Office on the evening of
neys" over the weekend.
Winthrop called on Mrs. Susie May seventh at 7:15 p. m., at
Mr. and Mrs Guy E. Johnson and Hamenway and Edward Oxton. which time the above petition will
be considered
family returned home Saturday Sunday.
Harland R Townsend,
from a weeks vacation with relatives
L. Grant Duell,
For social items in The Courierin Cundy’s Harbor. Enroute they
Selectmen of Vinalhaven, Me
tf
stopped at Brunswick to visit Mrs. Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
51-53

William Talman and Charles McGraw come to the aid of wounded
Robert Mitchum in Howard Hughes’ action-packed presentation, "One
Minute to Zero.” Mitchum co-stars with Ann Rtyth and Talman and
McGraw share featured honors with Margaret Sheridan in the moving
love story and thrilling drama. KKO Radio distributes the Edmund
Grainger production.

contamination
from combustion
For social Items in The Courierand foreign material taken in with Gazette. Phone 1944. City.
tf
the air.
Mr. Lybeck listed the following
lead compounds from incomplete
causes of contamination: soot and
combustion;
water
and acids,
formed when gasoline burns; lac- i
quer, most prevalent at sub-nor-1
mal temperatures; sludge, road dirt
and other dust.

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Loggie of of special interest to me. When I
Boston
were holiday guests of Mr. was teacher of the fifth grade st
Dav<d Hamalainen has returned
and Mrs. E. S. Orbeton.
Tyler
School
Dorothy Eaton
home after spending last week
Mr and Mrs. Wayne Whitney and Coiley was one of my top grade
working at Southwest Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller ac children were recent visitors at Lee. pupils.
I well remember how neat her
Tuesday Club
companied by Mr and Mrs. Henry
Keller were in Augusta last Satur
The Tuesday Club met Tuesday papers always were and consistent
ly in the highest grades. It is a
day.
evening at the home of Mrs. Ralph
pleasure to hear that she is at last
BiUy Spear and Ralph Thorndike Thorndike with Mrs.
Charles
were among the seniors of Rockport Woodcock of Thomaston as assist- to be rewarded for her painstak
High School to go on the Washing i ing hostess. A delicious chicken j ing work. May she enjoy every
minute of the “year's travel to en
ton trip.
| pie supper was served. Other foods
Mrs. David Hamalainen, sons on the table included mashed po- j rich her teaching background ’’
Donald and Robert. Mrs. Hannah tato, turnip, cranberry sauce and' Also her picture and the article
Hamalainen and Mrs. Henry Kel I jelly, molded salad, celery, coffee about the scholarship were of in
ler were Waterville visitors Friday. and tea. Dessert offered a choice terest to me of course
Mabel S Heald.
Linwood Thorndike celebrated his of orange sherbet or rainbow ice
eleventh
birthday
anniversary cream and ar.gel cake.
Thursday evening by a family sup i Eighteen were seated at the
LINES BY SOGLOW
per at the home of his parents, tables and included in the decoMr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike.
| rations were bouquets of mayWUlard Hart, Jr., of Hampden flowers and a gardenia from a plant
Highlands is spending his school belonging to the mother of the
vacation with his aunt, Mrs. Wal ; hostesses—Mrs William Counce.
ter Andrews and calling on other j After the tables were cleared,
friends here.
| dishes washed and put away by a
Miss Viola Starr of Gorham State part of the group, all joined in an
Teachers’ College is at home for evening of relaxation, conversation
for the spring vacation.
or busy with fancy work as their
William Sandblom and son War mood dictated.
ren, who have been in Massachu
Church Notes
setts for the winter have returned
I The young people’s class of the
to their home here.
had a dream, dear,—
' Sunday School, Mrs. Evelyn Brown “I-It
waa the beet dream .,. beeaam
Callers Sunday at the home of
I barked it ap with dollars sacked
teacher,
will
meet
for
a
social
eve

Mrs. J. F. Heal and other relatives
into United States Savings Bonds.*
in this vicinity were Mr. and Mrs. ning at the home of Miss Janice Yes—that’s what many a smart in
dividual is saying today because Bow
Marion Heald of Camden, Mr. and Garrison in Rockville Saturday a dream that started in 1943 is com
evening, May 2.
ing
trne. If you're holding mataring
Mrs. Norman Wellman and two
Series E Bonds and if you don't Bead
children; and John Heald down I The annual business meeting oi that
cash today, you have the privi
from Massachusetts for the holiday the church will be held Wednesday lege of aatomatieatly holding on to
'
evening,
following
a
brief
prayer
those
Bonds for as much aa tea
weekend.
yean longer at three percent interMr. and Mrs Henry Kontio and service at 7.30 DB.T.
r-t compounded semi-annoally.
Make your dream a reality! To
Congratulations Dorothy
sons David and Herbert have ar
morrow enroll In the Payroll Sav
rived home from their winter so
One editorial in the April 25 ing Plan where you work, or join
journ in Florida.
issue of The Courier-Gazette, was '■our bink's Bond-A-Month Plan.

SOUTH HOPE

FRIENDLIIST

CREDIT PLAN

^fouraitte
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Learn to take care of others...

and you’ll ALWAYS take care ofyourself!
The Proud Profession of Nursing...
One of the most rewarding careers that any
young woman can have! A lifetime profes
sion ... an assured income ... an oppor
tunity to work with some of the finest
people in your community ... the knowl
edge that you are a person of importance!
Truly, you will serve yourself well by serv ing
others.. .in the proud profession of nursing!

For as a student nurse you will receive

one of the best professional educations ...
yet one which you can afford! Then as a grad
uate nurse you will have almost unlimited
opportunities to follow your career ... in
hospitals, clinics, in public health and indus
trial nursing—teaching and administrative
positions.
Priceless knowledge, too, for the time
when you become a wife and mother . ..

you wifi have invaluable training to care for
your family. And nursing is a profession
you can combine with marriage if you wish
... that is why nursing is a lifetime career!

Enroll now as a Student Nurse
Today more and more young women want io
make nursing their profession, in preference to
any other career. Act now to enter the Nursing
School of your choice.

Ask your school adviser or the Director of
Nurses at your local hospital for information oa
how you can enter a collegiate or hospital School
of Nursing.

l.ihr nthrr American business firm* tre believe that business hat a rrspansihitity
to contribute to the public welfare. This advertisement is therefore sponsored by

*

TERMS AS LOW
Al Tremont and Boylston rfraots. Boston's

I25

A WEEK

"Bronzy Comer " Handy to thaatres, shop

ping and Aa business dulnds. Overlooking
histone Boston Common

» OOTBTAWPW CUIPtfl 1
.1-1. .1 MMMB

BITLER CA* A HOME SUPPLY
47B Mala Street
Rockland. Ma
TeL B77
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him to William Hodgkins. As there
were several men by this name I
THOMASTON
cannot tell which was the pur
AS WRITTEN BY LEE MORSE
Newt and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
chaser. The first William was a
or telephoned to
caulker and lived on Booker street.
MAKES HISTORY LIVE
MRS. OLADYS CONDON ERIN STREET. TEL 113-1
He married a Robinson as did Dea
(By F. L. S. Morse)
con Catland. Josiah Keith Jordan,
Main Street Homes
Thorndike Hotel in 1861. As the the father of Oliver Jordan, John
The food sale held Saturday by St. James' Catholic hall. A film
the High School alumni netted over will be shown on “Cancer." Each
This installment of the Scrap house seems to belong to the 1848 Elliot, Joel Miller and practically
$50 A cake was presented to Mrs. member is to bring a 10c wrapped book describes the homes on the period it is probable that it was everyone in that neighborhood.
This makes the job of tracing the
built for the Fernalds.
article for the sunshine fund.
Florence Gardner.
southern side of Main street from
history of these homes difficult.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jerry
Sullivan
Dr.
Moses
R.
Ludwig
for
many
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nelson, Mr.
Green street westward.
Green
years occupied the next place, William Hodkins 2d worked in
and Mrs. Arthur Harjula. Mr and have returned home after spend
street in deeds written before 1840 which is now called the Montgom Dunn and Elliot’s sail loft and is
Mrs David Dorr and son Erick, ing two weeks with her sister, Mrs.
is described as the road leading ery place. This house, I believe, or one of a crew in a picture owned by
Lena
Scanlon
and
niece,
Miss
have returned home after, visiting
R. O. Elliot. He' lived in the house
Mr. and Mrs. Eino Partanen at Louise Scanlon at North Attleboro, from the County Road to Green's one on this site was built by Robert
mentioned and later moved to the
Mass.
Mrs.
Lena
Scanlon
and
Miss
Thaxter
Cushing
who
died
on
the
Wharf, which was on the site of
Fitchburg. Mrs. Arthur Harjula
Mississippi in 1846
He was a ! Irving Bracy house on Brooklyn
visited her daughter Sylvia, who Louise Scanlon accompanied them the Dunn and Elliot sail loft
home,
returning
Sunday.
joiner.
Dr.
Ludwig
had
owned a Heights. His son was a barber in
Ballard
Green
was
in
business
is a student at Providence Bible
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Dorsey
and
house
across
the
mall,
either
the town. He sold a piece of land to
for a time with Eli Merrill at the
Institute.
son John Joseph, returned Sunday waterfront, and later with Robert house now owned by Richard Fe- Oliver Vinal who built the house
Miss Virgilyn Burns has returned
to Arlington. Mass., after spending Foster, until the loss of a vessel han or one on that site which he now owned by Mrs. Rockwell.
home after visiting her grandpar
Oliver Vinal was a carpenter,
a week with her father, Joseph with the necessity of making resti sold to Mr. Cushing.
ents. Mr and Mrs. Almond Burns,
teacher, school superintendent and
tution to the owner of the cargo
Bradley.
Dr
Ludwig
was
an
eminent
phy

Friendship for a week.
Mrs. Minnie Newbert entertained drove the firm out of business.
sician and served as state senator. leading citizen. His son, William
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Moulton her Sunday School class Saturday
In 1819. Eaton states, there were
The next house, long known as E. Vinal, was long a merchant here.
and son Norman, Jr., have returned afternoon at her home on Wads- but eight houses between the Upper the Colley house, had been owned He served as moderator for years
to Newport, after spending a week I worth street. Seven members were Corner and Mill River, but there! and occupied long before the Civil and was respected by all. A fine
with her mother, Mrs. Faustina present, who were Paulette McLain, were several decades cf great acti- war by Capt. Joseph Wilson, who portrait of him may be seen in the
Oarney.
Vida McLain, Virginia Winslow, vity in the real estate business died at sea in 1861. Capt. Wilson Knights of Pythias hall.
The Hodgkins house was owned
Pythian Sisters' annual conven Sylvia Whitehill, Kurt Hoffses, Da thereafter. The lots between Green was the son of William Wilson, who
and School streets changed owners came from Massachusetts and later by Mr. Sinex who acquired
tion will be held Tuesday, May 5 vid Harper, and Wayne Hall.
at Friendship. Afternoon meeting
Miss Gertrude Hanley, R.N., at so many times between 1820 and settled at Herring Gut, now Port this as well as the W. E. Vinal
at 230. followed by 6 o’clock supper. the Mercy Hospital, Portland, spent 1840 that it is hard to get a clear Clyde, the first Wilson, possibly the house to Charles Tuttle and moved
Evening meeting 8 o'clock. Those a few days with her parents, Mr. picture of the locality at any one first settler there. One Life Wil to Hyler street.
time.
The smaller house, west of the
son had owned the land. Capt.
wishing more information contact and Mrs. Lewis Hanley.
In 1835 the Baptist Society Culley bought from the Wilsons. In Vinal house and now owned by Mrs.
Mrs. Betty Townsend, Tel. 126-13
Public Health Nurse
bought the lot where the church recent years Dr. Biggers has owned Blanche Vose and Mrs. Ames seems
or Mrs. J, Warren Everett Tel.
Dr. Lucy Spear, Public Health stands for $605.00 from Robert the place but in 1952 it was pur- to have been a part of the Vinal
941-2.
Nurse, will give injections for diph- Thaxter Cushing. The church was chased by Andrew Simrnons, a for. estate and was rented to various
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Randlett , theria, whooping cough and lockjaw built that year and has filled a mer resid€nt of
Up to 1855 families Mrs Robert Kilpatrick
have returned to Milton, Mass., free of charge beginning this week large place in the life of the town
the
land
from
here
to
School
street Robinson lived there for years. Mrs.
having been called here by the April 28. Time will be (today 2 ever since. The story of the church
seems to have belonged to four Dorothy Robinson Jones of Holmes
death of Harold Vinal, whose serv p. m„ May 26 and June 16 at the will be told later.
property holdings—the estates of street, Rockland, a granddaughter
ices were held Friday.
The house next to the church Edward Lermond, Joseph Catland of Mrs. Robinson, spent part of her
I nurse office, Watts hall.
John Frew has returned home
To whom available booster doses j and long known as the Carr home, or Catlin, George Robinson. After girlhood there. A Gilchrest familyafter visiting his son and daughter- will be given May 5 to sub primary ' now owned by Mrs. William T. changing hands, the lands with lived there in the 90’s.
in-law Mr. and Mrs. James Frew ' and grade 4 children; also to pre-! Smith was acquired from the Carr buildings thereon by map of 1855
The house nearest the corner of
at Doved, N. H.
■ school age children who need it.; estate in 1929. Thomas A. Carr, were listed as belonging to A. P. School street was long known as
The monthly meeting of the La All children under 12 years who a promient banker and insurance Gould, Joseph Catlin, G. Lermond, the Russell house. Thomas Russell,
man, and for many years town
dies’ St. James' Catholic Club will have never been immunized will re
Mrs. Robinson, O. Vinal and Alonzo a carpenter, bought the place from
clerk, bought the house from
Joshua Fuller, a merchant, who
be held Wednesday, 7.30 p. m. at ceive their first injection May 5.
Perkins.
George Washburn, another promi
The map of 1875 shows the place ( bought it from James Overlook,
nent business man, the oldest of
of his parents Mr. and Mrs. Sam the Washburn brothers of ship ndw owned by Mrs. Helen Hallowell ! who had purchased it from Alonzo
1 Perkins in 1860. Perkins, a sash
Leighton in Stonington.
building fame. Washburn bought as belonging to Dr. J. B. Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young were
and blind manufacturer, bought the
This
place
came
from
the
Edward
it from Joshua L. Jordan, who
Leon F. Ames
supper guests Friday night of Mr.
whole corner lot in 1851 from John
Lermond
place
which
included
and Mrs. Robert Dow of Thomaston.
Once more this community has was selling the estate of his de
other lots. Dr. Walker bought the Bailey, the old teacher for whom
ceased
aunt
Keziah
(Jordan)
Roy Vose is at home for awhile been saddened by the death of an
land which was for a time owned the Bailey School on School street
other friend and neighbor, Leon F. Counce, the widow of John H.
from South West Harbor.
by Gould. Next to this and very was named. Alonzo Perkins, a volun
Counce
of
Warren,
who
died
in
Mrs. Evelyn Kenniston and Ames on April 17, after a short ill
teer in the United States Cavalry,
1859. Mrs. Counce died in 1875 or close was a house belonging to Olidaughter Kathy, and son Fredrick ness at his home here where he was thereabouts. By the map of 1855' ver Jordan, a leading citizen, father came home sick and died in 1862,
of Warren were callers at Mr. and tenderly cared for by his wife and Charles Sears was the owner. Sears of the late Frank Jordan. This probably at the home of a relative
Mrs. Philip Davis Thursday. Fred children. He was born in Peter bought the land from Edward I Jordan house seems to have been on the northern side of the street.
rick has returned from West Palm borough, New Hampshire, July 25, O’Brien and probably was the firstowned by Dr. Walker and rented at
At the time when the Perkins
Beach, Fla. where he spent the 1879, son of James Warren and owner of the house.
’ one time by a Mr. Bunker. Charles house was built, Vinal and Hodg
Harriet (Morse) Ames.
winter.
The house known as the Elms IH. Cushing, connected with the kins operated a tanyard between
He was a quiet retiring man by
Gary Young returned to his home
and owned by A. W. Winchenbach j firm of J. O. Cushing & Co., a for- this place and the Vinal house.
in Thomaston Friday, after visiting nature, never taking an active part was long known as the Miller mer selectman who died in office,
Thomas Russell
was widely
his grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Wal in affairs outside the circle of his house. Capt. Peter Miller bought! married Bunker's daughter and known and will be remembered by
home. He was a good father, and
ter Young for several days.
Later the older residents. Nearly all of us
the place from Barden Levenseller' lived here for a til
Raymond Young of Portland neighbors found him to be a kind who had bought it from Joel Miller i house was sold and moved to a lot, remember his daughter, Miss Cora
spent the weekend with his mother and worthy friend ever ready to to settle the estate of Thomas Me- j belonging to Rufus Copeland on j Russell, the gracious elderly lady
Mrs. Hattie Young, and brother assist others. He lived for a time Intyre who died in 1837.
| Hyler street. I believe it was moved who sang so sweetly. Her voice
in New Jersey, but the most of
Lawrice.
The lot consisted of a lot bought by the late Isaac Libbey with oxen, was one of rare beauty and power
Aletha Monroe and Martha Alley his life was spent in Cushing.
by McIntyre from the Knox Lands! it is now owned by Mrs. Charles
The Mall
He is survived by his wife Mildred in 1822 and a lot owned by Martha, j shorey.
and Herbert Libby of Owls Head
Eaton
tells
us that in 1803 the
(Crousei
Ames,
and
seven
child

visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis
widow of Capt. Mathias Isley, who
Dr. J. B. Walker was a well County Road (not yet Main street)
ren. Oakley and Robert of this married McIntyre in 1826.
Thursday evening.
known physician and state senator was rebuilt and straightened, this
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Seavey vis place, Mrs. Edna Hulse of New York,
Martha was the daughter of and was the father of the late Dr. keeping to the northern lane as
Reginald Ames and Mrs. Lilah Riv Jonathan Lampson who lived near
ited relatives in Portland recently.
John E. Walker of this town and followed in the present Atlantic
Mrs. Susan Bannon returned Sun ers of Mass; Mrs. Gladys Allen, of the Creek at the foot of Pleasant
also of Dr. Albert Walker who died Highway. As there were occupants
Clark
Island,
John
Ames
of
Con

day from a visit of several weeks
street. Mathias Isley, a native and
necticut, also several nieces and a sea captain who Eaton describes not long ago in Boulder, Colorado. of the lots along the southern lane,
with relatives in Connecticut.
Albert Walker was one of the finest (the old road), this was also main
Mrs. Edna Hulse of New York, who nephews. Services were held Sun as given to intoxication and
and cleanest of boys, a rare person, tained, thus the two lanes were
was called here by the illness and day afternoon at the Davis Funeral gambling and who by the state
of unusual Intelligence.
formed with the park between.
death of her father, is spending Home in Thomaston, with Rev. Eve ments of the same author lo6t two
Next to the Jordan House and William R. Keith and other public
rett
Pender
of
Friendship
officiat

two weeks with her mother Mrs
flne vessels needlessly, the second
ing. The profusion of beautiful being the Thomaston schooneT further from the street was the spirited citizens planted trees and
Mildred Ames.
Decaon Joseph Catland house. fenced the area thus leaving a
Mr. and Mrs. Mell Maloney spent flowers, were silent mesages of love Aurora. Isley moved to another
Years ago Capt. Demmons owned beauty spot for posterity,
the weekend at Hulls Cove, Bar and respect. Bearers were Douglas state. After his death Martha re
or occupied one part and Flora I Mrs. Lois Creighton, whose inHarbor with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crute, Irving Fales, Carl Young, turned to become Mrs. McIntyre.
Homer Marshall. Interment was in After Captain Miller’s death the Putnam, long ago the organist at' fluence was the cause and lnspiraPaulson.
I the Baptist Church, the other. tion of these articles, has recently
Pfc. Stanley S. Leighton, recently Pleasant View Cemetery, Pleasant house changed owners and occu
pants many times. E. K. Win Reginald Henderson ls the present died. We would express her respect
returned from nine months service Point.
for the memory of a truly great
chenbach owned if and Adelbert owner.
ln Germany. Received his honor
Edward Lermond must have been and beautiful lady.
For a small inexpensive scran- Woodcock lived here but there were
able discharge at Fort Devens Tues
the owner of the houses marked
F. L. S. Morse.
day, after serving two years with book, you might use several sections many others. I believe that this
George
Lermond
on
the
map
of
[Photograph
designed
for todays
the U. S. Army. He was over night of unprinted newspaper which The house was built by Thomas Mc
1855. Diligent search ln the office story will be presented with next
guest Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Courier-Gazette has for sale at Intyre in 1826 or before
The house now owned by Oliver of the Register of Deeds shows that installment. Age of photograph
123*156
Everett Davis enroute to the home a very modest price
Hahn which since 1872 has been Edward owned land here but fails necessilates reproduction]
known as the Horatio Copeland to show evidence of a George who
End of the month Clearance
house was purchased in that year was related to Edward. This Ed
Sale
Dresses. Reduced to $5 and
ward
was
the
father
of
Franklin
from Susan Ludwig Fernald, the
widow of Rev. O. J. Fernald and or “Knightsy" Lermond, the barber $10. Burdell's Dress Shop. 51-lt
the oldest daughter of Dr. Moses so dear to the boys of 60 years ago.
Beyond the buildings ascribed to
Ludwig who lived in the next house
the Lermonds was a house owned
to
the
westward.
----------------*
*
Fernald, a graduate of Harvard by Mrs. Robinson by the map of
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29
University, came here in 1848 to be 1855. In my former letter I told
7.36 P. M. — Admission 50c
of the Vose tannery on the old
pastor
of
the
Unitarian
Church
in
Refreshment*
TUES., WED. and THURS.
(Auspices of the Grange)
the building long used as the Con Starr lot at the comer of Main and
51-lt
gregational Church and now owned Booker streets. This had been
sold
to
Josiah
Keith
in
1804.
New,
by the Pentacostal Church.
The most exciting
Until 1861 he was a leader in on the lot near the corner of Main
town
affairs. He was especially and School streets Vose also owned
picture ever made^
active in educational matters. As land with the pits and equipment
GAME PARTY
head of the school board he pub for the tanners craft. George Rob
HOWARD HUGHES .
-***’"*
*
lished a printed report on the town inson bought this of the Vose heirs
schools and was most influential in and bought an additional lot from
.Minimum Prize $2.50.
the establishment of the high W. R. Keith and Richard Robinson
SPECIAL GAMES
school. On the letum from a Ma in the early 1820's, land possibly
3 Cards For 5c
sonic Convention he was stricken inherited from Josiah Keefe. For
WILUAMS-BRAZIER FOST
ill in Rockland and died in the some years this was a tanyard.
Before 1875 the land and house
NO. 37
Thomaston Natl Bank Building
owned by 1B55 map by Mrs. Rob
1-T-tf
inson had been sold by George
ROBERT MITCHUM
THEATRE Robinson to one Henderson and by

THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK

PLEASANT POINT

ROCKLAN D

DRIVE-IN

Every Tuesday Night

ONE
MINUTE
TO ZERO
BLYTH

OWL’S HEAD
Miss Alice Walker spent part of
her vacation as guest of her cousin,
Miss Helen MacDonald. Braintree,
Mass.
The School Improvement League
will meet Wednesday night. May 6,
at 7.30 p. m All those having ar
ticles for the fair, fancy work, etc.,
are requested to bring them at this
time.
Members attending the next Ex
tension Association meeting May 28
are requested to buy a tray at the
meeting that day as they will be
available at that time, and are to
be used in emergency style serving
of meals.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Painter and
children, Thomas, Ronald and Pa
tricia have returned to their home
in Winslow after visiting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ross.
Mrs. Ellena Fredette is chairman
of the Grange card party to be
held Wednesday night at the Cen
tral School at 7.30 p. m. Refresh
ments of sandwiches, cake ahd
coffee will be served and a large
variety of prizes are in store.
Crusade Workers

Mrs Mary Dyer, chairman of the
local Cancer Crusade, announces
the following workers: Mrs. Gladys
Stinson, Mrs. Tillie Hooper, Mrs.
Frances Montgomery. Mrs. Margar
et Knowlton, Mrs. Lucille McConchie, Mrs. Muriel Salo, Mrs.
Grace Palmer. Mrs. Alice Wood
man, Mrs. Mary Epps, Mrs Flor
ence Havener, Mrs. Alma Walker.
Mrs. Thelma Murray. Mrs Louise
Ingraham, Miss Dorothy Maddocks
and Mrs. Helen Learned.
School Improvement League

About $70 was received from the
supper held April 18 by the School
Improvement League under the
chairmanship of Mrs. Nellie Reed.
Others assisting were Mrs. Betty
Haskins, Mrs Almon Walker, Mrs.
Elisabeth Walker, Mrs. Gladys
Stinson, Mrs. Mary Dyer. Mrs. Inez
Montgomery, Mrs Alice Woodman.
Mrs. Rose St. Clair, Mrs. Florence
Young, Mrs. Mildred Edwards, Mrs
Margaret Knowlton, Mrs. Kay Phil
brook, Kay Ross. Sandra Stinson.
Joan Philbrook, Cynthia Palmer,
Mrs. Evelyn Ross, Mrs. Ellena Fre
dette, Mrs. Tillie Hooper, Louise
Payson, Mrs. Irene Pipicello, Mrs
Polly Lowell, Mrs. Shirley Thomp
son, Mrs. Effie Dyer. Mrs. Yvonne
Oakes, Mrs. Clara Kelsey, Mrs.
Lillian Lindsey, and Mrs. Gloria
Spinney.
Stork Shower

Present at the home of Mrs. Cur
tis on Wednesday night when Mrs.
Eleanor Nash was honor guest at a
stork shower were Mrs. Helen Hill.
Mrs. Annie Dennison, Mrs. Celia
Dennison, E. Lois Eaton, Mrs Kate
Curtis, Mrs. Mary Burgess, Mrs.
Arlene Hopkins, Mrs. Myrtle Curtis,
Mrs. Evelyn Drinkwater, Mrs. Elsie
Brown, Mrs. Charlotte Harlon, Mrs.
Barbara Turner, Lil Young, Mrs.
Frances Norton, Mrs. Marguerite
Knowlton, Mrs. Helena Pollock, Mrs.
Evelyn Teel, Mrs. Margaret Knowl
ton, Mrs. Ellena Fredette, Judy
Knowton and Joan Knowlton. Un
able to attend but sending gifts
were Mrs. Helen Currier, Mrs. Oli
ver Heard, Mrs. Marguerite Harmond, Miss Barbara Knowlton and
Mrs. Effie Dyer.
Stork Shower

Mrs. Evelyn Teel was honor guest
at a surprise stork shower Friday
night, April 17, at the home of Mrs.
Betty Curtis.
A basket, beautifully decorated in
pink and blue, held the many
dainty gifts and included in the
decorations was a symbolic stork.
A delicious lunch of sandwiches,
pickles, potato chips, cake and cof
fee was served. Others present
were Judy Knowlton, Pat Elliott,
Mrs. Mary Dyer, Mrs. Evelyn Ross,

Rubinstein Club
Held Annual

Meeting

NOW!
"TRADER HORN"

TODA Y-WED.-THURN.

APRIL 28-29-30
Rosalind Russell, Paul Douglas

STARTS TOMORROW!

Camden Theatre
Weekday Shows at 2—7—0 P. M.

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 3197

The Rockland Rubinstein Club
held the annual meeting on Fri
Capt. and Mrs. Raymond May
day, April 24, with a 6.30 dinner hew, son Dean and Mrs. Helen
at the Thorndike Hotel. At that Dean of Milford, Conn., spent the
time officers for the ensuing year weekend at theiir home on Lime
were elected. Plans were dis rock street.
cussed for the coming spring con
Mrs. Margaret Wood and Miss
cert which will be held on May 12
at the Congregational Church. Bessie Bowers served as guest offi
Mrs Faith Berry is chairman and cers from Maiden Cliff Rebekah
her committee consists of Miss Lodge Thursday evening at Guest
Officers' Night at Puritan Rebeijw)
Marion Ginn, Mrs Doris Ames
Lodge
at Tenant's Harbor. Others
and Mrs. Beulah Ames.
The
concert promises to be outstanding attending were Mr. and Mrs. Mur
with five vocalists or instrumen ray Smith. Mrs. Kenneth Herrick.
talists participating. Further de Mrs. John Alley, Mrs. Marion
tails will be publicized later. Tick Gray, Mrs. Maude Greenlaw, Mrs.
ets are now available from any Angus Haskell, Mrs. Shannon, and
Mrs. Jeannette Dennison and John
member of the club.
Following the dinner a musicale Coffin.
was held at the Farnsworth Mu
At the annual meeting of the
seum. Mrs. Mary Farnsworth was Friends in Council last Tuesday
chairman for the occasion and afternoon Mrs. Patricia Huntley
presented . a beautiful program. was elected president. Other offi
Miss Berry is a high soprano and j cers elected were as follows: Mrs.
her selections were well received. Russell Hall, first vice president;
Miss Bertha Luce is always a Mrs. Morgan Elmer, second vice
great treat for us and was enjoyed president; Mrs. Edward Ball, re
completely. We have heard her cording secretary; Mrs. Walter
so little this year. Her selections Drown, corresponding secretary!
were charming. She was accom and Mrs. Carl Lane, treasurer.
panied by Mrs Ruth Sanborn at Committee appointments were as
the piano. Mrs. Adelaide Kaler follows: Finance, Mrs. Edna Ames.
sang in her usual sincere way, but Mrs. Dorothy Hersom and Mrs.
she didn’t have her large accordi Lucy Anderson; program, Mrs.
on with her this time.
Morton Quantrell, and Mrs Marion
Mrs. Kathleen Newman was an
Lunt; transportation, Mrs. Gladys
other high spot of the evening,
Butterfield, Mrs. Capen Abbott
and played with masterly musi
and Mrs. Clarence MacNellle
cianship with 'Mrs. Bess Gowdy.
The Camden-Rockport Chamber
who added her artistry as an ac
of Commerce Sheep Club met re
companiment to the main theme.
We were again pleased by the cently at the home of Richard
second appearance of our new Nash. Other members of the club
tenor vocalist. Albert Pacifici. Al incude: Cary Simonton, Simonton's
though he has been employed lo Corner; Robert Liibby, Patricia
cally for three years, we heard Holloway and Stanley Hunt pf
him for the first time only a few Lincolnville; Tommy and BrilA
weeks ago He sings with poise Perry and Gwendolyn Norwood
and assurance and reveals experi of Hope. Gilbert Bryant was guest
of the club and gave some helps on
ence.
Two favorites, Mrs. Jane Foley the care and feeding of lambs.
Keystone Chapter, No. 24. R.AJ4.
and Mrs. Doris Foley sang duets
in their usual inimitable style.
will hold a Special Convocation,
Mrs. Farnsworth deserves credit Wednesday evening April 29. There
for such a fine program.
will be work in the Royal Arch De
Adele Y. Lundell.
gree. Supper will be served at 6.30.
The members of Naomi Sewing
Circle will enjoy a mystery sup
per at the I.O.OF. Hall Friday eve
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxey,
ning at 6.30 p. m.
accompanied by Mrs. Dora Maxey
The Good Cheer Class of the
and Mr. and Mrs. Luther Glidden
Congregational Church will hold
of Thomaston and Alvah Gilchrist
their second annual May breakfast,
motored to Epping. N. H. Sunday,
Friday May 1, at the parish hoiito
where the latter will be the guest
from 7 a. m. to 9 a. m. This is a
of his sister Effie before returning
public affair and all who are in
to Connecticut.
terested in a good breakfast are
The hevy rains and high winds
cordially invited to attend.
of this spring has caused the re
mains of the old South Warren Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
bridge, across the Georges River,
to wash away, damaging the newly
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
built alewife weir of Charles Young
considerably.

SOUTH WARREN

Double Excitement!

Mrs. Frances Norton, Mrs. Elsie
Brown, Mrs. Helen Hill, Pat Cuth
bertson, Nathalie Wall, Mrs. Mary
Burgess, Mrs. Helen Currier, Mrs
Alice Lilienthal, Mrs Arlene Hop
kins, Mrs Eleanor Nash, Mrs. Mar
garet Knowlton, Mrs.
Shirley
Thompson, Mrs. Frances Montgom
ery, Mrs. Ann Gustin, Mrs. Helena
Pollock. Mrs Belle Robarts; send
ing gifts but unable to attend were
Mrs. Helen Mitchell, Mrs. Elizabeth
Mitchell, Mrs Ethel Godfrey, Mrs
Lucy Fanton, Mrs. Clara Bragg,
Mrs. Janie Fullerton, Mrs. Chris
Butman, Mrs. Geraldine Everett,
Miss Barbara Knowlton, Mrs. Ellena
Fredette, Mrs. Lillian Rackliff, Mrs.
June Davis, Mrs. Norman WaterJman, Mrs. Thelmas Chase, Mrs.
Kay Spruce.

HIT NO. 1

Here is the greatest epic
of them all . . . from the
man who gave you . . .
“KON-TIKI"

ALU
TRUE

THRILLS
i NEVER

SEEN
BEFORE!

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

ECSTASY
.. flaming into passienswept
adventure... in the most
daring picture ever filmed!
SHOOT-DOWN

SET-UP /
ONE MAN’S
COURAGE

Introducing

THIESS in

Marvell that
out-thrill
• Action, at 3
men and girl
dare death in
strange tubturface world I

her Hat movie
HIT NO 2

Spectacular ADVENTURE!
Dangerous ROMANCE!
with the heir of Monte Crista!

Sword

WALDO

WALDOBORO—TEL. 166
{every Evening at 8.66. Matinees J
Saturday at 2.66. Sunday at

CAMDEN

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY—1.30, 6.30, 7.50

CARD PARTY
Owl’s Head Central School

ACTION

ANN

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

¥

JofVENUS
Shows: 2.60—6A0—8.16
“WED IS FAMILY NITE”

-wumcn Bnos. k

IwWELDON®

THURSDAY

MEET THE FLAME NAMED RUBY WHO

WRECKED A WHOLE TOWN SIN BY SIN . . .

Marie Wilson in
TODAY—Jane Powell

“NEVER WAVE AT A WAC”

“CMAi I thia/m pipi ”
SMALL TOWN GIRL

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

_

WIIAMSflB’BEff mB*EtMU RMft
swm-EK WUMK

MAY 1-2
A Popular Favorite Returns:
“TRADER HORN"

51-lt

Coming Next Week:
“THE PRESIDENT’S LADY”
51-ltS

Latest Newt — Cartoon — Added Entarteimnent!

* Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Lt. Edward T. Greenleaf, Jr. and
wife have arrived from California Sacred Concert At
where he has been stationed at
Warren Baptist
Camp Roberts, and is spending his
leave with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Church a Success
Edward Greenleaf, Rankin Street
A large and appreciative audi
and her parents. Mr. and Mrs Her
man Simmons in Camden. Lt. ence attended the Sunday night
James F. McIntosh and Mr and I John Polta, who is a student at Greenleaf will report next week to presentation of the sacred concert,
given at the Warren Baptist
Mrs. Prank Young have moved Bowdoin College, spent the week- Camp Stoneham, California.
Church, under the direction of
from their apartment on Broad end with his mother, Mrs. Dorothy
Golden Rod Chapter No. 8. O.E.S. Chester Wyllie.
street to their cottage "Harmony Polta.
met Friday evening with the de
Featuring excellent harmony and
HUI,” Owl's Head. Mr. Young will
Mrs. Ralph Smith is occupying grees of the Order being conferred
continue to give music lessors.
upon Mrs. Marguerite Grindle. Mr.
O. V. Drew, Vinalhaven's busy
her home on Broad street.
and Mrs. Josef Vinal, Associate postmaster, was a welcome caller
Miss Anita Plourde of Dover-Foxfccroft has been the guest of her
The Odds and Ends of the Con- Matron and Patron of the chapter, yesterday at The Courier-Gazette
gTandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl gregational Church will
meet will fill their stations at the Guest office enroute home after a vaca
Look. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Plourde j Thursday night at 7 30 in the Officers’ Night meeting of Orient tion visit to Florida.
and son David were weekend church parlors with Mrs. Virginia chapter of Union, May 1 at 8
Miss Anna Heino is a surgical
guests.
I HuntJey, Mrs. Eleanor Lewis and o’clock. The worthy matron, Mrs.
patient
at the Knox Hospital.
Mildred
Achorn,
associate
matron,
-------Mrs. Edna Monteith as hostesses.
Mrs. Vinal and secretary. Miss
The Rockland Junior Women’s,
------Mr. and Mrs. Staunton Sleeper
Club will hold a work meeting at, The Browne Club of the First Katherine A. Veazie were appointed and children Paula and Staunton
as
delegates
to
the
coming
Grand
the Nurses’ Home, tonight at 8 p. m Baptist Church will meet Friday
are located at 36 Alamadera Court,
------j night with Mrs. Helen Knowlton Chapter sessions to be held in May
Nopa, Calif., Lat. 120. They have
in
Portland.
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will and Mrs. Reta Coburn at their
a new ranch style home and are
observe anniversary Sunday, May. home at 105 Limerock street.
Mrs. Walter Eaton was recently pleased with their new location.
3 by attending the Pratt Memorial
They formerly resided in South
Willard Richan who is on the honored at a surprise stork shower Thomaston.
Methodist Church in a body. Those
attending should be at Odd Fellows teaching staff at Gorham, spent at the home of Mrs. Herbert Lord,
the past week with Mrs. J. A. 30 Suffolk street, with Mrs. Robert
Hall at 10 a. m.
Martha Lowe, 41 Limerock street,
Richan and Mr. and Mrs. Knott Nash as hostess. Mrs. Eaton re is the proud possessor of a card
ceived many dainty gifts, which
Knox Lodge will observe Visit- C. Rankin ,
bearing the engraved insignia of
were presented in a basket decorat
4$ Ing Officers Night May 4 The sec
"The White House” and the bold
ond degree will be conferred and
Mrs. George W. Gay has returned ed in pastel colors. Refreshments signature of Mamie Daud Eisen
refreshments served following the home from Wilmington, Del., where were served by the hostess. Invit hower. It seems that Martha sent
she visited her son and daughter- ed guests were Mrs. George an Easter greeting to Mrs. Eisen
meeting.
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Alvary G. Knights, Mrs. Percy Young, Mrs. hower and the First Lady chose
The Chapin Class of the Univer- Gay and family. She was accom- Oliver Curtis, Mrs. Alice Russell, this gracious means of reply.
aalist Church will meet this eve- panied to Wilmington by Mr and Mrs Herbert Lord, Mrs. Kenneth
ning at 7.30 o'clock at the home of Mrs staniey A Gay of Brockton, Legage, Mrs Merrill Morang, Mrs.
Miss Earlene Sayward spent the
Elmer Curtis, Mrs. Clayton Denni weekend in Bangor visiting her
Miss Edna Payson, 81 Grace street. ! Mass
son. Mrs Emilio Hary, Mrs. Nelson j sister. Miss Estelle Sayward, at the
The Tonian Circle of the church I
_____
will meet Wednesday evening at 8
Mrs. Ray E. Eaton has returned Crockett. Mrs. Carl Jonnasen. Mrs. Nurses Annex.
o’clock at the home of Mrs Carl home after visiting Mrs. Blanch George Blake, Mrs. Gilbert Max
Miss Jane Pendleton spent the
Christoflersen, 39 Chestnut street Ballard Bell in Bos^n and her sis- well, Mrs. Nicholas Radsky, Mrs.
and Mrs. Eva weekend in Boston with her
Proctor, and Mertie Pullin
l ter, Mrs. Charles
Girl wanted to assist at Smith’s Mr and
Francis Childs and Brackett.
brother, Raymond Pendleton, at
Gordon College and also visited
Nursing Home. Good pay, hours family at Osterville, Cape Cod,
Just arrived an (out of this friends at the Providence, R. I.
7 a. m. to 3 p. m., one day off per Mass., for two weeks.
week, paid vacation, sick leave after j____________
world) assortment of white hats. Bible School.
year’s work with us. Call in perEnd of the month Clearance Laces, linens, piques. Millinery
Sale on Spring Suits at Alfreda
son at Smith Nursing Home 163 Sale Dresses. Reduced to $5 and Fashions, 421 Main St. Tel. 8002.
51-52
Pleasant St.
49-51 $10. Burdell's Dress Shop.
51-lt
51-52 Perry's. 7 Limerock St.

Social Matters

4|

His 'n Hers

Page Seven

well chosen numbers which Mr.
Rockland Assembly EDWIN LIBBY RELIEF CORPS
Wyllie has exceptional abilhy to
select, the program was enjoyed by Rainbow Girls
OBSERVED PAST PRESIDENTS1 NIGHT
all present, adding to the already
high reputation of the Warren en At Brewer
WITH BANQUET AND PROGRAM
semble
Rockland Assembly 12, Order of
Edwin Libby Relief Corps as who were assembled for the occa
The offering received $43 and
will oe added to the organ fund. the Rainbow for Girls, was repre sembled in GAR. hall Thursday sion.
sented at the Grand Assembly held night to observe the annual Past
The program included a beau
Nighl, a custom of over tiful leading "God’s Garden," by
Fulfillment Of High at Brewer, Saturday by 15 members Those of the local Assembly
Mrs. Vinal. piano solo by Mrs.
taking part were MiS6 Dianne Mer- J a score °‘f years,
Simpson; joke, by Mrs. Higgins;
Ideal Of DAR At
rill, Worthy Advisor, filling the
Mrs Ma-bel Richardson presid- short history of the Coast Guard,
Valley Forge
station of Grand Drill Leader; Miss ed and through her endeavors all Mrs. Thomas; remarks by others
Barbara WhitehiU was a member chairs, but one, were filled by those present, and a reading on Payne,
“By the same faith, courage and
of the Grand Choir, and Miss Do who had served in the capacity of the author of “Home Sweet Home,"
confidence in man’s ability to solve ris Richards, Junior Past Worthy ,
by Mrs Plummer. Resolutions on
president, since 1909, when Mrs.,
his own problems that brought Advisor, was installed as Grand
the death of Edith Richards read
i
Hattie
Davies
was
so
honored.
She
by Mrs. Marsh.
America out of the sorrows of the f Chaplain for the coming year.
Other members attending were: graced the chair of Past Presi
Preceding this meeting, Miss
Valley Forge of Washington, we
Alice Smalley arranged the dining
and all the world may yet come to Miss Linda Johnson, Yvonne With- ' dent, Thursday night,
ington, Judith Childs, Rae Clark,! Mrs. Mille Thomas ’14, acting i room for the annual banquet.
another Yorktown,” was the mes
Janette Cummings, Judith Pease,1 treasurer Mrs. Velma Marsh ’36. Tables were decorated with yellow
sage of a former President General teck in June, 194o”at time* of ISuZanne Barstow’ Phyllis Simon- secretary; Mrs. Rose Sawyer ’49. jonquils, furnished by Mrs. Mabel
the dedication of fourbells and \ton’ Joan Norwo<xi’ Norma Clark,1 vice president; Mrs. Mae Cross.’16, j Richardson.
A rising vote of
two flags, atthe Valiev Forge
Marilyn Benner, and Mabel Foster. I chaplain; Mrs Margaret Rackliff. thanks in appreciation, was given
Adults attending the session ’41-’43. conductor; Mrs. Bertha1 these ardent workers.
D.A.R. Memorial Bell Tower On
Mint filled baskets marked the
April 18. 1953, Mrs. Priest, U. S. were: Mrs. Raymond L. Watts,■ Higgins ’19, guard; Mrs. Eliza
Treasurer, gave the dedicatory Mother Advisor; Miss Katherine Plummer ’28, ’47-'48, patriotic in- places, while beans, covered dishes,
speech to more than 1000 rain- Veazle, Mrs. Georgie Rackliffe, structor; Mrs. Mildred Condon, salads, doughnuts,, and cake,
drenched Daughters ol the Ameri Raymond Watts, Mrs. Beatrice ’21, Fraternity; Mrs. Ada Payson, tempted the diners, even those
can Revolution, where they hud Richards, and Mrs. Alice Simon- 44. Charity; Miss Alice Smalley, against doctor’s orders.
ton, members of the Advisory ’ Corps vice president. Loyalty;
Warm welcome was accorded
dled under the completed bell
Board; Mrs. Alzada Barstow, Doro- Flags, Mrs. Dell Mullen ‘33, Mrs Elizabeth Vinal, who wintered
tower, 114 feet in height, in which
there are 56 great chimes which thy Childs; Mr. and Mrs. Dana Mrs. Riah Knight ’17, Mrs. Gert- s inFlorida,and Mrs. Davies, the
ring out daily, some 20 miles from Cummings, and Miss Marion Up- rude Salo ’52-’53, Mrs. Betty Vinal Mother ofthe Corps, aswell as
ham, D.D.GM. of the OES.
’31-32, musician, Mrs. Ada Simp- . of the Past Prsidents’ AssociaPhiladelphia
The
“Daughters"
All report a most enjoyable ses son.
tion.
turned the Bel! Tower with its
sion and plans were made for the
The
usual
business
followed
the
In the group of past presidents
carillon over to the rector, church
next Grand Assembly to be held opening exercises, with prayer and are five Past State Presidents. Mrs.
wardens and vestry of Washington
at Portland
flag salute.
| Davies, Mrs. Mary Cooper, Mrs.
Memorial Chapel next to the
Mrs. Eliza Plummer was installed Millie Thomas, Mrs. Elizabeth
Tower, atop a hill where a bedrag
| by Mrs. Millie Thomas, in the office Vinal and Mrs. Eliza Plummer.
gled Revolutionary Army dug in
Mr. and Mrs. Oriell Coggswell of patriotic instructor, also press
Mrs. Velma Marsh is past State
for the winter of 1777-78. The Cha
replacing
Mis. secretary, Mrs. Payson, past State
pel was founded in 1903 and at have moved to Palermo, where Mr. j correspondent,
Coggswell has employment. They Marsh, whose resignation was ac- inspector. Others have been directhat time it was urged to have a
will live in their trailer while cepted, upon her request.
j tors, patriotic instructor and State
carillon named in honor of Robert
there.
■ Mis. Richardson expressed re- conductor, all helping to ’’carry
Morris, the financier of the Revolu
Mr. and Mrs Harold. Hook of gret that other beloved Sisters were on" the unfinished business of the
tion. The D~A.Rs have completed
Merlose, Mass., spent the weekend unable to attend and had cards honored Grand Army of the Rethis $500,000 project as we have all
reafiy for the signatures of those public.
Eliza Plummer, P C.
other ever started by our Society. recently at the Hook homestead.
Miss
Christine
Norwood
returned
There are 8300 names on the
North Haven — Mrs. Dorothy
There is a plaque I
Winchester. Mass.. Sunday, havHonor Roll.
i Quinn.
Brookline, Mass.—Miss
dedicated to "Soldiers of Hugenot I ing recently visited her mother’
Jane
Rhinelander.
Waldoboro—
descent who served with the Arne- j Mrs Elden Maddocks.
j Philip Spear, Wendall Studley.
rican and French armies during1 Mrs Prances BarUett 1138 em—KCCJHDischarges: Rockland — David
the war for independence.
One ployment in Belfast Her duties
McCarty, Miss Gloria -Esancy, -Mrs.
plaque is dedicated to "an air force ^inated this week at the CenBernadine Bodman, John Black,
captain, born in Texas-died in Ko- tral ofTice' The office at Belfast
Miss Barbara Hansccm. Miss Jane
rea ” Children of the American | wiU handle our calU frOTn this s“‘
Roes. Master Seward Dinsmore,
Revolution Society paid *2000 for a tion.
Jr., Harold Darling, Jr., Mrs. Vir
frieze of birds and animals native
ginia Barton. Mrs. Gertrude Black,
to Valley Forge, dedicated to Ame
Mrs. Maxine Bundy and baby boy.
Mrs.
Frances
Gelo,
who
is
em

ricans who served in World Wars
Lewis Hastings, Daniel Flanagan,
I and II and the Korean conflict. ployed as waitress at the Worcester
I Master Charles Finley, Mrs. Irene
Seventy-three hundred dollars was House in Hallowell, and friend
j Chase. Mrs Ann Escorsio, Master
collected for a tribute to Gen. Dou Frank Wilson of Hallowell, were
i Douglas Haraden. Thomaston—
Saturday
visitors
of
her
parents,
glas MacArthur after the general’s
Richard Clark, Chester Wotton,
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Clarence
Gelo.
appearance before the Continental
j Mrs. Carolyn Miller and baby
Pvt, Howard Humphrey who has
Congress last year. Three carved
Admissions:
Rockland — Miss
Miss Ann Donahue, Mrs.
stone eagles grace the exterior of -been stationed in Texas, and
Marguerite Belyea, Mrs. Elizabeth Sarah Montgomery, Mrs. Lucy
the tower for the MacArthurs. friend. Miss Helen Koli, R.N., of
Farley, Mrs. Marguerite Grover, 1 Staples, Pearly Black. Hampden
General Eisenhower's name is also Newark, N. J„ have been visiting
Mitchell.
Master John Koster, Mrs. Bessie Highlands—Mrs. Ruth
on a patriot’s stone, along with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Burton
Martinsville — Nelson
Gardner;
Nye,
Donald
Robbins.
Thomaston
Humphrey.
Pvt.
Humphrey
will
those of President Washington.
—-Mrs.
Avis Brazier;
Lisbon Owl's Head—Mrs Bernice GieseLincoln, Taft, and many another return to Port Meade in Maryland.
man and- baby girl, Mrs. Gloria
Falls
—
Mrs
Alvaratta
Kinney.
The Victor Eight Sewing Club
man from American history books
Friendship — Mrs. Flora
Clark's Island — John McGuffle Dyer.
met
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Ethel
But

It is indeed a "monument of glory.”
Lawry.
Lincolnville—Mrs. Ruth
ler Auril 22, with five present. The
Wiley.
Tenant's
Harbor — Mrs.
next meeting will be at Victor sister, wore a pink taffeta dress
Lempi MacKinnon.
Damariscot
Grange Hall on the afternoon of with navy blue accessories, and
ta
—
Mrs.
Alda
Sidelinger.
St.
Girl
yellow corsage.
May 13.
Gecrge—Mrs. Ardelle
Hazelton.
The bride graduated from Walk
Eight members of Victor Grange
Waldoboro—Mrs Rena Osier. Bel
Scouts
attended the neighborhood meeting er High School in Liberty in the fast—Hugh Stratton.
Warren—
class of 1947, and is now employed '
at Tranquility Grange, April 24.
Mrs. Eleanor Wooster and baby
Newslites
at
the
Waldo
County
Hospital.
Perkins-Gelo
girl. Miss Charlene Oxton. Deer
The bridegroom attended schools
Burton L. Perkins of Belfast, son
Isle—Master Sherwood
Damon.
in Belfast, and is now employed by ;
Union — Miss Carolyn Spear,
The new officers for Girl Scout of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Perkins,
the Penobscot Poultry Company.' North
Joyce Staples.
Troop No. 6 are: President, Mary and Miss Phyllis M. Gelo of BelRowling; vice president. Regina fast, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tlle couP‘e wl!1 reside at their g^y, Hope—Mrs. Hope Crabtree
new home on Swan Lake avenue.< and teby gir,
G;en
Hyland; secretary, Anna Coughlin, Clarence E. Gelo of Searsmont,
Belfast.
Priscilla Costa.
and treasurer, Carolyn Bird. Six were united in marriage at 730
teen members of the troop, accom o’clock Friday night, April 17, at
panied by Mrs. Frederic Bird, Mrs. the Morrill Baptist parsonage in
Morrill, by the Rev. James Sawyer
The couple was attended by Mr
FORM A
and Mrs. Malcolm Place of Sears
Merchandise Club mont, sister and brother-in-law of
the bride. The bride wore a light
Come in or telephone and let
blue suit with black accessories,
us tell you how easy it is to
complimented by a corsage of red
earn money for your children’s
roses, and her matron of honor, her
clothes.

NORTH SEARSMONT

Health Portal

SEARSMONT

BOOSTER® AND BOOSTERETTE
LET YOU SHARE

STYLE AND SPORTS TOGETHER

Booster—the mnd walked about man’s

casuals, have led lo the neareat fashion swipe of
the day — Boostcrettes.

W hat heller to go with llis slacks

— with Her slacks—than these
heaven-on-ear t h -com for t slu ws.
The cool fabrics breathe when

you walk. Those cork-filled

crcpc soles and cushioned
insoles are so light they

ac tually float on water—
float over the hot pavements
in summer—give buoyant, easy

walking any time. In fact, lots of people wear
Boosters and Boostcrettes year 'round because

there's nothing, absolutely nothing else like 'em.

Coordinated colon, too, to
help along smart costume team-ups.

TUSSY CREAM DEODORANT
BOOSTER—Men’s Old Gold, Natural, Fora it
Green, Timber Brown, Charcoal Denim, Claret. Men’s

and Boys’: Faded Blue Denim, Brown, Blue.

CHILDREN'S

Theodore Sylvester and Mrs. Fred
Goodnow motored to Augusta last
Wednesday, where they visited the
State House and all shook hands
with Governor Cross and received
his autograph.

SPECIALTY SHOP
403 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 1471-M

51-53

★ Instantly slops perspiration odor
★ Checks perspiration moisture

big &1 jar..

only«5i9£

now <
plus tax

SfvctcA fo

Tussy cosmetic Cream Deodorant
protects your daintiness from breakfast
to bedtime. Instantly stops perspiration

odor, checks perspiration moisture.

Electric Cookery

Safe for normal skin...filmiest
fabrics. Stays creamy-soft

down to the bottom of the jar.

BOOSTER ETTES come in medium and

nar

row widths. Crisp White, Harbour Blue, Flash

TODAY!

Red, Faded Blue Denim, Gold Denim, Charcoal,

French Mocha.

Our O/d RANGE

ROUNDUP is on

and yours is worth at least $25
You can own a

^TNC WASHA8LS

Full-size all-white L&H range
limited time only

MAIL ORDERS FILLED — SOLD AT THE

Best buy in New England
for only $134.95 and your range

QUALITY SHOE SHOP
DONALD J

Pay Only $13.95 down—$5.50 monthly

‘ BUD" CHISHOLM, Prop.

CENTRALjMAINE
310 MAIN

STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ARROL

K^CUTRATf

_

PEufiimI-

Kangaroo Rats

COMMANDER REED IS BADLY

BITTEN BY THE GRINPS REVET BUG

AND YEARNS FOR BREEZY BAYSIDE
About this time of year there com and then, quite suddenly, she blos
mences to stir, in the anatomy of soms out in a cornucopia of green
most people, a peculiar feeling of grass and fresh vegetables looking
restlessness which operates to dis- like Carmen Miranda.
I am no Drew Pearson when it
combobulate the serenity of the av
erage man and gets him all tangled comes to predicting what will
up in a nonrecognizable systematic happen in Bayside this year but
confusion which throws his economy whatever it is, it will be better
into a constitutional disequil than what happens in the winter.
All owners of summer property in
ibrium.
Any psychiatrist, who knows his this state can prophesy with some
business, would charge at least two degree of certainty that the lawn
dollars a word for that diagnosis. mower won't be any sharper. They
It sounds like the breaking up of know, too. that the usual number
a hard winter, and as a matter of of teeth will be missing from the
fact, thats what it is. Less edu rake and there won't be anyone
cated people will recognize it at around who can be hired to do
anything that needs doing. That is
once as a touch of spring fever.
This bug bit me last week and old stuff. So are the backaches
I took my itching feet for a ride which everybody gets, but somehow
up to Bayside to see what Old Man we survive and come back for more,
Winter had cooked up for me to and our breed is Just nuts enough
fix, before the advent of scouting to enjoy it right down to the last
parties out on an early prowl for balky refrigerator and busted water
picturesque frontier cottages with pipe.
When we get the bed clothes
porte-cochere and gold plated bath
rooms, which they can rent for aired and the driveway excavated,
and the cottage floors get warm
around $300. a year.
Believe it or not, I didn't find any enough to give us some feeling in
of these dwellings myself, but as our feet, we can settle down for
landlord of a few shacks which I a long rest— and will we need it?
rent to the less demanding vaca I After that the wettest rain cannot
tionists, I made the trip to check 1 dampen our enthusiasm for we're
up for possible leaks etc., in the back again where the birdies sing
roofs of my holdings to avoid ar and The Heck with what it costs.
guments later in the season. I (Anyway from now on, and until
found them all as tight as their ! well into June, all up and down
prospective tenants will be when it i the coast, on the rivers and beside
comes to dickering about the rent, ! the lakes, the softening breezes will
and when the leaves come out on 1 echo to the stirring symphony of
the trees, and some of the mud spring- Its a grand old tune led
dries up, it will be good to get back by a man with a pinch bar trying to
there again and watch the world get his front door open and the
j creak of its rusty hinges is the baggo by.
It is an annual source of wonder pipe in the band. The wood winds
to me how a place which looks so growl among the trees and rustle
forlorn and forsaken in April, can up the leaves, hammers beat the
turn out to be so attractive in late rhythm and the violins are saws.
May. The beauty treatment it gets It plays a march of time and it
is only a long winter's sleep but leads toward summer ar.d every cot
the response is like a woman with tage owner is part of the parade,
a new hat. She keeps out of sight even if all he can do is whistle.
G. H. Reed
of the neighbors all winter long,

Loans Now May

Be Had From RFC
On Flood Relief
Honorable Harry A McDonald,
Administrator, Reconstruction Fi
nance Corporation, on April 3, de
clared the existence of an emer
gency resulting from floods in the
States of Maine and New Hamp
shire. Accordingly, RFC is author
ized to make such loans as it may
determine to be necessary or ap
propriate. Such loans are referred
to as “Disaster Loans "
The purpose of the Disaster
Loan program is to restore the vic
tim as nearly as possible to predisaster status. Proceeds of a Dis
aster Loan may not be used for
sny purpose other than the repair
or replacement of the damaged
property. If credit is available
through normal channels on rea
sonable terms, financing should be
obtained from those sources.
There are no statutory require
ments with respect to collateral se
curing Disaster Loans, and the
Corporation has established no
hard and fast rules with respect to
collateral However, applicants will
be expected to pledge such colla
teral as they are ln position to
furnish. Consideration will be given
to the moral risk involved, and
there should be a reasonable pros
pect that the loan will be repaid.
Generally, Disaster Loans should
be repaid in monthly installments
beginning no later than five
•months aft«r the date of the note.
The final maturity will be geared
to the borrower’s ability to pay, but
may not exceed the statutory limi
tation of 10 years, provided, how
ever, tha* loans for the acquisition
or construction of housing for per
sonal occupancy of the applicant
may be made for a period of not
exceeding 20 years.
Disaster Loans for restoring
homes and personal effects shall
bear interest at the rate of 3% per
annum from the date of disburse-
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j ment. Disaster Loans for restoring
profit-making business facilities and
inventories shall bear interest at
the rate of 5% per annum from the
I date of disbursement, and interest
on Disaster Loans to PubUc Agen
cies shall bear interest at the rate
of 4‘-«% from the date of dis
bursement. The amount of the re
quested loan should not exceed the
actual damage suffered and the cost
of repairing or restoring the prop
erty.
Any individual, corporation, or
partnership that has suffered prop
erty loss is eligible to file an applica'ion for a Disastsr Loan. How
ever, farmers and stock men desir
ing to apply for Disaster Loans
should contact the Farmers Home
Administration office in or nearest
area-

To Encourage
Debating at
Bowdoin College

presiaent James E. Coles of Bowcoin college has announced the gift
by an anonymous donor of a trophy
to be awarded annually to a frater
nity or to the Independent group
in intramural debating competition.
It is the wish of the donor to en| courage undergraduate interest in
I topics of current concern and to
: stimulate informal debate and dis
cussion on the campus.
When approached with this sug
gestion of an intramural debating
program,
the Bowdoin Student
Council and the several fraternities
expressed their interest and set up
an interfratemlty council to aid in
formulating plans. Tentatively, a
series of weekly fireside debates will
be run off between the Thanks
giving and Easter Recesses with the
fraternities acting as hosts. Topics
will be announced at Chapel on the
day of each scheduled contest. The
debates, brief and informally con
ducted, will be followed by group
discussions.
The trophy will be known as the
Wilmot Brookings Mitchell trophy,
and recognizes Professor Mitchell's
EMERSON contribution to the growth of in
MOTOROLA terest in the speech arts, particu
larly In debating, during his fortysix years of teaching at Bowdoin.
An undergraduate in the Class of
1880, Professor Mitchell returned

Kangaroo Rat
OI9J1 National Wildlife Ftdaraliaa

The naturalist Ernest Thompson
Seton in his book, “Lives of the
Hunted," wrote a delightful story
on the kangaroo rat. It may have
conditioned many people in their
subsequent understanding of this
animal. Unfortunately it unjustly
conditions people to believe that
kangaroo rats suffer at the hands
of such a harmless creature as a
spotted salamander. Somehow as
the years go by and we have exper
iences both with kangaroo rats and
with spotted salamanders, we come
to believe that we should depend to
a considerable extent on what we see
for ourselves.
If you have the opportunity of
keeping some of these delightful
animals In captivity for some time,
you come to feel that somehow the
name “rat" should not be applied
to the kangaroo rat. A rat is a
despicable critter, and it is difficult
to apply that term to this animal
of our Southwest desert lands.
The kangaroo rat comes in a var
iety of species. In fact there are
approximately a hundred kinds and
in suitable territory there may be
a population as high as 1,000 animals
to the square mile. Because of
the different kinds it is difficult to
limit the territory occupied, but
they seek hot, dry lands where cool
ness may be reached by burrowing
a short distance underground. 8ome
species are to be found in damp
lands and some in forested areas
but usually the ground is of s loose
type, such as sand or clay, ln which
excavating is relatively easy.
One of the commoner kangaroo
rats has a length of 13 inches of
which 7's inches is tail. They have
long hind legs and the hind feet
with their four toes may be two
inches long. The eyes are large and
amazingly beautiful as Is so often
the case with nocturnal animals
They have conspicuous long wiskers
and capacious, external, fur-lined
cheek pouches in which they can
pack food that they carry under
ground for storage or consumption.
Kangaroo rats do not normally drink
water but may get their supply from
their food.
A kangaroo rat may make an
8-foot leap and this is necessary
for an animal that roams in the
open. The animals do not hibernate
or migrate and must keep active
the year round. The large bannertails store food regularly but this
is not the practice with the smaller
species.
A nest den about 8 by 10 by 5
inches is built some 3 feet under
ground and lined with fine plant
material. It is kept free of dung
and waste food and there the two
to four young of a litter are born.
The rats are social but the families
live in seperate tunnels. However
if the animals are confined in a
cage they will fight to the death
and. while one may survive out
of a group, even the survivor may
become so wounded in the process
of proving his superiority that he
too does not live out his normal
life span.
Kangaroo rats serve as food for
coyotes which might otherwise prey
on domestic animals. They have
an interesting series of night songs
which are intriguing to the camper
who stops in their midst.

to join the Faculty in 1393 Now
Edward Little Professor of Rhe
toric und Oratory, Emeritus, he was
recently honored by the New En
gland Society in the City of New
York, for his essay, "A Remarkable
Bowdoin Decade—1820-1830 '
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Knowledge is Power

Praises Dr. Oliver

(Through the courtesy of Day pot spend my life cooped up in an
tona Beach Morning Journal a story office,” he says.
Patterson Watts
So he plunged into engineering.
by one of their feature writers,
Oliver Patterson Watts died
All the while he was working on a
Robert Hunter, Is presented here
railroad on a short run that started died February 6, 1953 in Madison,
with. It concerns Maine as well about 4 p. m„ and had him back
as Florida because its primary fig in town at about midnight. It was Wis., at the age of 87. For 30 years
ure is a Penobscot Indian, evident an heroic combination of work and he taught applied electrochemistry
ly a prime favorite of the writer. study. Eventually he decided to at the University of Wisconsin, re
Sometimes I get to thinking about stick with railroading and for 30 tiring to professor-emeritus in 1936.
He *retained his research labora
Indians.
years he was an engineer on New
The most recent Indians in my York, New Haven and Hartford tory on the campus and carried on
experiments in electroplating and 1. HOW MANY PERSONS DRAFTED
experience were the Navajo on Railroad. He is now retired.
corrosion
of metals until his death.
OUR CONSTITUTION?
their bleak, barren reservation ln
Though he lives among us he is
Arizona. Most of us have seen the I very proud of being a Penobscot. A Born July 16, 1865 in Thomaston,
Seminoles squatting on the table- major literary work he ls doing is he prepared at the high school
there, and following graduation|
beds of their thatched roof quarters a short course in the Penobscot
2. WHERE IS THE WORLDS}
from Bowdoin in 1889. studied at
in the Everglades, apparently un Indian language for English speak
Clark University, then served two
■
largest ANIMAL
mindful of the singing clouds of ing people. I studied it just long
years as principal of the grammar
_ graveyard?
mosquitoes.
enough to convince myself I’m not school In Thomaston. In 1892 he
I' I
And the Cherokees in their beau i bright enough to learn to speak !
went to Franklin Academy in Ma
3. WHO fe CALLED the
tiful mountain reservation at the Penobscot, but I was interested to j
lone, N. Y„ teaching there for six 1
edge of the Smoky Mountain Na learn the Indian meanings of some1
•greatest hockey player?*
years, followed by five more at Wal- I
tional Park in North Carolina of the New England places we vis-.
tham, Mass., High School. In 1903,
are familiar to many of us.
ited last summer. Wiscasset, for he obtained a year's leave of ab- [
(1.) Only 55 individuals drafted the famous document in
Of these three tribes, I think instance, means
“making your sence to study at the University of
I'd rather be a Cherokee.
home,’’ and Mt. Kathadin is from i Wisconsin, where he remained the May, 1787, at Philadelphia. James Keller cites this fact in his
book, “Government Is Your Business,” to show how important
It’s hard for a White man to the Indian word meaning great,'
rest of his life. He received his Ph. the work of a few people can be in working toward good
understand the Red man. I under grand, lofty mountain or “some
D there in 1905 and the next year government.
stand the Navajo least of all
thing that is beautiful and big."
joined the faculty. In 1915 he pub
(2.) Near Clovis, New Mexico, Immortals” edited by Ernest V.
The land on which he scratches
I’ve certainly enjoyed knowing lished a paper on the hot plat explorers have found a layer of Heyn, In 19 years of professional
out a living is so dry and con Leonard Attean and I think he ing of metal, and within two years bones a yard deep which extends hockey Shore had 978 stitches
sequently unproductive, that it shares the feeling, for he comes up the entire plating industry was over an area of almost three taken in some 80 wounds, and
seems impossible that a human be to the office every once in a while using his process. Author of more square miles. The bones are those suffered numerous fractures. He
of bison, horses, camels, mam won the Hart trophy as the most
ing can survive on it. Yet they do to talk things over with me.
than 40 scientific and technical
As you see, I think he’s quite a papers on electrochemical subjects, moths, and mastodons of 10,000 valuable player in the National
but it isn't much more than mere
years ago. Frank C. Hibben
survival. Their homes are mud huts, fellow. And I think the Exchange he was a member of the American writes about the mammoths and Hockey League and was picked
Club,
of
which
he
is
a
member,
reinforced here and there with sap
Electrochemical Society which he the primitive men who hunted for the league’s all-star team four
ling poles or boards that have to thinks so too. For the second year served as vice president in 1926 them in his article in “Outdoor times. He now owns and man
ages the Springfield (Mass.) In
be carried at least 100 miles from in a row that civic club has named and 1927. When Bowdoin College Life.”
(3.) Eddie Shore, says Ed Fitz dians team and teaches hockey to
Leonard Attean as its Citizenship
the nearest stand of timber.
gave him an honorary doctor of gerald in “Twelve More Sport
the kids of that city.
When I think about Indians, I Day chairman. Therefore, when on science degree in 1924, President
feel a sense of shame for the White May 20 you attend this public Sills called him “the best author
man. The predecessors of the Sem event, remember that this program ity in the country in the fundamen cial tribute to Oliver Patterson camping outfits, the entire United
inoles possessed our oceanfront and to honor new citizens of our Na tal principles involved in the cor Watts:
States and Canada on their sum
built their shell mounds on the river tion was arranged by a descendent rosion of metals, a research schol
“Dr. Watts hever concerned him mer trips, even penetrating the
shore. Today they cower in the of the original citizens of this land ar of the highest type. Only a few self with financial rewards for his rough roads leading into the
of our. You couldn’t get a better
swamps.
years ago he discovered a process endeavors. His consulting services Northwest Territory of Canada. At
The Cherokees are much better chairman.
for electroplating with colors, a were given without thought of the age of 80, Watts purchased a
off. Their land is hospitable; their
process he called rainbow plating. compensation. His development of new-fangled pair of shoe skates to
mode of life more understandable Cattle Raisers
He was a member of Phi Beta the hot nickel-plating bath, now replace the old detachables which
had served him for 60 years.
P*
to the White man for they are
Kappa and Alpha Delta Phi.
used throughout the world and
modern rather than primitive.
Stand On Their
His first wife was Mary J. Orton,
The following extracts are from universally known as the "Watts
If you haven’t yet seen it. you
the Journal of the Electrochemical Bath," has been repeatedly de the daughter of President Edward
should see that great outdoor play, Own Two Feet
Society when on the golden anni clared ot have earned millions of Orton of Ohio State University,
"Unto These Hills" which is pre
versary of that Society, it paid spe- dollars for the plating industry. It and was his devoted and inspiring
The Wal! Street Journal recent
sented each summer at Cherokee.
brought him no monentary com companion until her death some
N. C„ with many Indians in the ly printed an editorial entitled “No when the Texas longhorn was driV'
years after his retirement.
pensation.
cast. It is a story of the persecu Help Wanted," which began with en up the long and dusty Chis
In recent years Dr. Watts and his
A wise choice and use of hobbies
tion, the flight, and the defliance these words: “The frontier spirit holm Trail to Kansas City a man
present wife have spent their win
are
good
reasons
for
a
long
and
of the Cherokee Indians. It will
seems to be yet abroad among the has had to have a certain amount active life. Watts was always fond ters in Florida away from the ex
build up your admiration for these
cattle raisers, in spite of the de of Independence even to want to get of the out-of-doors. Until his re tremes of Wisconsin winters. Pho
people and make you, as a White
into the game. The oldtimers tirement at the age of 70, Dr. and tography and astronomy have also
clining beef market.”
man, just a little contrite.
fought
Indians, flash
floods, Mrs. Watts continued to spend been lifelong hobbies and a source
The
paper
went
on
to
point
out
The Indian I know best is neith
drought, rustlers and fencing laws. their summers sailing along the of entertainment for his students
er Navajo, Seminole, nor Chero that livestock prices have been
It is no wonder that today's cattle coast of Maine. His sloop, Kestrel, and guests.
kee. He lives right here in Daytona dropping for two years. On the
men choose to ride the price range was an able and comfortable boat.
Oliver P. Watts was the son of
day
the
editorial
appeared
choice
Beach at 511 Butler Blvd. He is a
Penobscot from Indian Island at fed steers and yearlings were selling alone, without government aid and 31 feet in length, with a cabin pro Joseph and Maria Patterson Watts
Old Town, Me., a direct descend on the Chicago market 'for about government protection. For they viding full head room, "as able and of Thomaston whose home was on
Gleason street. He is survived by ”
ant of a famous chieftain, a distin $19 to $23 per 100 pounds; a year know that whatever the govern comfortable for her size as any
guished Indian statesman who Was previously the range was from $33 ment protects it has a habit of boat ever put together. In speed his widow, Estella Nazum Jones
only racing boats could pull away Watts, whom he married in 4948
glorified by the naturalist Thoreau to $36. However, a Livestock Ad- ’ fencing in.”
Bowdoin Alumnus
in his book, “Maine Woods." He is visory Committee, which was ap- 1 The cattlemen are showing the from the Kestrel when the breeze
pointed to study the problem by' kind of spirit that made this coun was good." Nearly every summer
Leonard Attean.
If you run out of hot dish mav
This Penobscot has more educa Secretary of Agriculture Benson, try what it is—and, at the same I Dr. and Mrs Watts sailed the en
tion than I have. He is a graduate has reported that the cattlemen time, they are taking the only po tire Maine Coast out of his be zse several layers of newsprint
of both law and engineering schools want neither government subsidies sition that can guarantee their loved Thomaston, with never an olnd the edges and there you have
existence as free agents and save envy for the finest yachts in their them, at very slight cost Newsprint
at Yale. He was almost through his nor price supports.
The Journal said, “Raising beef them from the blight of bureaucra company. After retirement, the on sale at The Courier-Gazette
law course when he realized that
!*5<
Wads toured by car, with tent and (unprinted >
wasn’t for him. “I decided I could cattle is no cinch. Since the days tic control.
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Hear what your Mercury dealer has to

Take one good look — and you’ll
see instantly tlie reasons for
Mercury's famous style leadership.
Unified Design docs away with bulges,
for sleeker, trimmer lines.

say about its performance. Mercury
has always had a V-8, not a straight 8.

find nut hole easy it is to mote
up lo Mercury.

Feast your eyes on Mercury’s rich
decorator interiors. See how Mercury’s
exclusive pilot-type instrument panel
adds to safety and convenience.

IMS

for fMCklng shipment! OS fragile
merchandise, nothing Is more prac
tical than old newapapers Bundles
10 cents and up at Tha Courier-
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Will $25 to $300
Gin r-i
mat START?

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY

THE INDIAN HE KNOWS BEST

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

good/Vear
TIRES

Even $
Pejrits
•11
•IS

CASH YOU GET
IS Mat.

MMas.

$143.25
215.86

$178.88
270.93

1 Clean up bills . . .
Abeve payments cover everything
pay taxes . . . reduce
Interest Charges. 3X pm mo. on bo> up to
monthly peymenta
$150. 27,X per mo on any mmemdor ot
with a fteiaaieZ loan.
such balances up to $300
IMe -A)
If you're ateedily em
ployed, end can handle monthly pay
ments conveniently, chances are excellent
you’ll get a prompt “yea" Phone foe a quick,
friendly one-visit loan, write, come in.

B*tf

GET THE FACTS__

THEN DRIVE IT YOURSELF I
Symbolizing the Progross of Ford Motor Company's

50th Annivorsary—”50 Yoart Forward on tho American Pood"

YOU’LL GO FOR ITS HONEST VALUE

mERLURY

cearsarnirwar u«»» re sar rn-

FINANCE CO-

ARTRSIAR WILLS
LSWM HERBERT A SON
SINCE i»u
Tel. Dart Hbr. 74-1
Mtf

PARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.

2nd FU 356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Phene: USS • MUee R. Sawyer, YES MANager
eats a wMsea e( afl aeneeeflag Wes, • Swell leee haMs liaaa Is. M
Imm aka art H wsd

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
Route 1, Waldoboro, Maine

